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Preface

This guide provides information about how to configure and deploy Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation solution on a supported Cisco hardware device. The guide also provides details on virtual machine
deployments, configuration of software features.

This guide assumes that readers have a broad understanding of networking terminologies and principles. It
also assumes prior exposure to current trends in multi-cloud offerings.

• Audience, on page vii
• Related Documentation, on page vii
• List of Acronyms and Abbreviations, on page viii
• Communications, Services, and Additional Information, on page ix

Audience
This guide is intended for network administrators and operators who are familiar with basic Linux installation
and configuration requirements.

Related Documentation
• Configuration Guide for Cisco Enterprise Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Software

• Release Notes for Cisco Enterprise Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Software

• Configuration Guide for Cisco Catalyst 9500 Switches

• Cisco Cloud Services Platform 5000 Hardware Installation Guide

• Configuration Guide for Cisco Network Plug and Play on Cisco APIC-EM
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List of Acronyms and Abbreviations
Table 1: List of Acronyms and Abbreviations

ExpansionAcronym or Abbreviation

Cloud Services PlatformCSP

Cisco Integrated Management ControllerCIMC

Name of the solutionCisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation

Dynamic Host Configuration ProtocolDHCP

Digital Network ArchitectureDNA

Demilitarized ZoneDMZ

Network Address TranslationNAT

Network Services OrchestratorNSO

Function Pack (NSO)FP

Network Interface ControllerNIC

Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure
Software

NFVIS

Open Virtual SwitchOVS

Cisco Colo Manager or Colo ManagerCCM

Software-defined Wide Area NetworkingSDWAN

Single Root IO VirtualizationSR-IOV

Session Traversal Utilities for NATSTUN

Software Image managementSWIM

Virtual Ethernet Port AggregatorVEPA

Virtual MachineVM

Virtual Network FunctionVNF

Physical Network FunctionPNF

Virtual Network Interface ControllervNIC
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Communications, Services, and Additional Information
• To receive timely, relevant information from Cisco, sign up at Cisco Profile Manager.

• To get the business impact you’re looking for with the technologies that matter, visit Cisco Services.

• To submit a service request, visit Cisco Support.

• To discover and browse secure, validated enterprise-class apps, products, solutions and services, visit
Cisco Marketplace.

• To obtain general networking, training, and certification titles, visit Cisco Press.

• To find warranty information for a specific product or product family, access Cisco Warranty Finder.

Cisco Bug Search Tool

Cisco Bug Search Tool (BST) is a web-based tool that acts as a gateway to the Cisco bug tracking system
that maintains a comprehensive list of defects and vulnerabilities in Cisco products and software. BST provides
you with detailed defect information about your products and software.
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C H A P T E R 1
About Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Solution

• Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Overview, on page 1
• Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Components, on page 2

CiscoSD-WANCloudOnRampforColocationSolutionOverview
Digitization is placing high demands on IT to increase their speed of services and products that are delivered
to customers, partners, and employees, while maintaining a high level of security. The interconnectivity
between users and applications is becoming complex digital business architecture. This means network must
be fast and flexible to meet the expanding changes and demand. At the same time, users want to increase the
speed and reduce complexity of deployment without compromising the security.

A Cloud OnRamp for Colocation is a campus, large branch, or a colocation, where the traffic gets aggregated.
Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution is a flexible architecture that securely connects to
enterprise applications that are hosted in the enterprise data center, public cloud, private or hybrid cloud to
its endpoints such as, employees, devices, customers, or partners. This functionality is achieved by using
Cloud Services Platform 5000 (CSP 5444) as the base Network Function Virtualization (NFV) platform that
securely connects endpoints of an enterprise to applications. By deploying Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation solution in colocation centers, customers can virtualize network services and other applications,
and consolidate them into a single platform. The primary goal of the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation solution is to facilitate secure multicloud connectivity for Enterprise customers.

The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution offers the following benefits:

• Performance—Enterprises can optimize application performance by strategically placing the Cisco
SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution in colocation centers that are closest to the SaaS and
public IaaS cloud providers.

• Agility—By virtualizing network services, enterprises can simplify their operations. Scaling up and
down, and adding new services can now be done remotely. The Cisco Network Function Virtualization
Infrastructure Software (NFVIS) on CSP 5444 negates the need to order, cable, rack, and stack dedicated
hardware appliances when capacity must be increased or changes are required.

• Security—The centralization of communication patterns between employees, customers, partners, and
applications allows for better and more consistent implementation of security policies.

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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• Cost savings—By having a central location to connect to various clouds (including private clouds),
enterprises can optimize the cost of circuits to connect their users to applications. The circuit costs for a
colocation facility are less than in a private data center.

Figure 1: Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Architectural Overview

The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution can be deployed in multiple colocations. A
colocation is a stack of compute and networking fabric that brings up multiple virtual networking functions
and multiple service chains on them. This stack connects branch users, endpoints to a hybrid cloud or data
center. vManage is used as the orchestrator to provision the devices in a colocation. Each colocation does not
have visibility of other colocations in the same site or across sites.

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution
Components

The various components of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution are:

• Cisco Cloud Services Platform (CSP) 5444—CSP is an x86 Linux hardware platform that runs NFVIS
software. It is used as the compute platform for hosting the virtual network functions in the Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution. Multiple CSP 5444 systems can be used in a Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation deployment.

Cisco Network Function Virtualization Infrastructure Software (NFVIS)—The Cisco NFVIS
software is used as the base virtualization infrastructure software running on the x86 compute platform.

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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The Cisco NFVIS software provides VM lifecycle management, VM service chaining, VM image
management, platform management, PNP for bootstrapping a device, AAA features, syslog, and SNMP
server. The NFVIS software provides programmable REST and netconf APIs for all the mentioned
functionalities. See the NFVIS Functionality Changes for SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation in
NFVIS documentation.

• Virtual Network Functions (VNFs)—The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution
supports both Cisco-developed and third-party virtual network functions. The following table includes
the validated VNFs and their versions:

Table 2: Validated VNFs

VersionVNF

16.9.1, 16.10.1, 16.11.1Cisco CSR1000v

9.9.2, 9.10.1Cisco ASAv

6.2.3, 6.3Cisco FTDv

18.4, 19.1Cisco vEdge

8.0.5, 8.1.3, 9.0.0Palo Alto Firewall (PAFW)

6.0.2Fortinet Firewall

18.2.1, 18.1.3-9144AVI Load Balancer

To validate third-party VNFs on the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution, you can
avail the Cisco certification program. See https://developer.cisco.com/site/nfv/#the-ecosystem-program
for more information about validating third-party VNFs.

• Network Fabric—Forwards traffic between the VNFs in a service chain by using a L2 and VLAN-based
lookup. The last VNF can forward traffic to the network fabric either through L2 or L3 forwarding. The
Catalyst 9500-40X switch that supports 40 10G ports and two 40G ports is used as a network fabric.

• Mangament Network—A separate management network connects the NFVIS software running on the
CSP systems, the virtual network functions, and the switches in the fabric. This management network is
also used for transferring files and images into and out of the systems. The Out of Band management
switch configures the management network. The IP addresses assigned to the CSP devices and Catalyst
9500 switches is acquired by themanagement network pool throughDHCP configuration. The orchestrator
manages VNF management IP addresses and assigns through the VNF Day-0 configuration file.

• VNFNetwork Connectivity—AVNF can be connected to the physical network by using either Single
Root IO Virtualization (SR-IOV) or through a software virtual switch. A VNF can have one or more
virtual network interfaces (VNICs), which can be directly or indirectly connected to the physical network
interfaces. A physical network interface can be connected to a software virtual switch and one or more
VNFs can share the virtual switch. The Cisco SD-WANCloud OnRamp for Colocation solutionmanages
the creation of virtual switch instances and the virtual NICmembership to create connectivity. By default,
all the physical interfaces and the management interface in the CSP system are available for use by VNFs.

In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation deployments, SR-IOV interfaces are configured in
Virtual Ethernet Port Aggregator (VEPA) mode. In this mode, the NIC sends all the traffic that is received
from the VNFs to the external Catalyst 9500 switch. The Catalyst 9500 switches the traffic that is based
on the L2 MAC address and VLAN. It can send the traffic back to the CSP or to an external connected
network. The Catalyst 9500 switch ports that are connected to the CSP interfaces are configured in VEPA

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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mode. When a VLAN is configured on a VNF VNIC, the VLAN must be configured on the connected
port on Catalyst 9500.

A VNF using an SR-IOV interface and a VNF using the software switch can be service chained through
the external switch fabric.

• Service Chains—In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution deployment, the traffic
between the VNFs is service chained externally through Catalyst 9500. The service chaining requirement
provides service chaining functionality to the traffic across VNFs running either on a single CSP or across
multiple CSP systems in a cluster. The service chaining is based on the source and destination endpoints
in the service chain and is not based on the provider application. In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation solution, L2 (VLAN, destination MAC address) based service chaining has been used. See
Service Chains and Port Connectivity Details for more information.

• Cisco Colo Manager (CCM)—This component is a software stack that manages switches. In this
solution, CCM is hosted on NFVIS software in a docker container. The CSP devices host CCM along
with VNFs as shown in the solution architectural overview.

A single CCM instance per cluster is brought up in one of the CSP devices after activating a cluster. The
CCM software accepts the Catalyst 9500 configuration andmonitors them. See Configure Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage for more information.

• Orchestration through vManage—The Cisco vManage is used for orchestrating the Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution. The orchestrator provides the following functionalities:

• vBond—The vBond orchestrator provides vManage information to the network elements that may
be running behind Network Address Translation (NAT). It performs initial authentication and
authorizes the network elements to provide the Session Traversal Utilities for NAT (STUN) server
functionality.

• vManage—vManage is an SDN controller that provides centralized configuration management,
monitoring, and troubleshooting of the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation.

• vOrchestrator—An orchestration layer that automates provisioning of the vBond and vManage
controllers for a specific tenant.

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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C H A P T E R 2
Prerequisites and Requirements of Cisco
SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution

• Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Requirements, on page 5
• Prerequisites for Deploying Solution, on page 8
• Ordering and Sizing of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices, on page 9

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution
Requirements

The following are the hardware, software, Cloud OnRamp for Colocation cluster, and cabling requirements
for deploying Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution.

Hardware Requirements
The following table lists the hardware requirements:

Table 3: Hardware Requirements

Hardware RequirementsComponents

Cloud Services Platform (CSP) 5444Compute platform

Cisco UCS C240 M5SX (2RU)Physical form factor

44 physical cores

To get predictable VNF performance, disable hyper threading
(HT) on the processor cores.

Note

Processor cores

6PCIe NIC slots

4 * 1.2 TB = 4.8 TBDisk

26 (24 useable)Disk slots

192 GB of RAMMemory

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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Hardware RequirementsComponents

12-Gbps SAS HW controller, 4 GB flash-backed write cache (FBWC),
RAID 10.

RAID

4x1PCIE card in M5 6x1GE Intel i350 ports, 2x1GE LoM

2-GigE interfaces in a port channel configuration are required
for the NFVIS and VM management traffic.

Note

Base Networking

2xIntel X520 2-port 10G (Niantic) and Intel XL710 4-port 10G SFP+
(Fortville)

Two Fortville 10G interfaces in port-channel configuration and
connected to a virtual switch. This connectivity is required for
production traffic to or from the VMs, which support only virtio
interface.

Note

Two Fortville 10G interfaces in port-channel configuration and
connected to a virtual switch. This configuration is required for
VNF HA state synchronization between VNFs hosted on two
different CSP systems.

Note

Four Niantic 10G interfaces in SR-IOV mode. The VMs that
need high performance and low latency network connectivity to
bypass the hypervisor or virtual switch require these interfaces.
The VMs that can support SR-IOV must be connected to the
SR-IOV virtual function (VFs). Link redundancy is not available
in this mode.

Note

Ensure that the Fortville NIC (X710) is placed in riser 1, slot-2
and Niantic cards (X520) in riser1, slot 1; and riser 2, slot 4.

Note

Network Interface Cards (NIC)

2xIntel Xeon Gold 6152 SeriesProcessors (2)

Dual powerPower Supplies

Catalyst 9500-40X, version 16.9.3

Supports 40 10G ports and two 40G ports

Network fabric

Any switch with sufficient number of 1G ports and port channel feature can
be used as the management switch. Two switches are recommended to
support hardware and link redundancy.

Management network

Software Requirements
The following table lists the software requirements:

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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Table 4: Software Requirements

Software RequirementsComponents

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation

See

• Release Notes for Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Solution, Release 19.1

• Release Notes for Cisco Enterprise Network Function Virtualization
Infrastructure Software

Virtualization infrastructure
software

Cisco vManage, version 19.1

See

• Cisco SD-WAN Release 19.1 Product Documentation for more
information

• Cisco SD-WAN Release Notes for more information about the latest
vManage features.

Orchestration

All CSP devices and switches must run same version of software in a Cloud OnRamp for Colocation.
Any new software version for all devices in a colocation is hosted on vManage, upon availability.

Wiring Requirements
The following figure shows the high-level design of the physical connectivity in a cloud onramp for colocation.

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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Figure 2: Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Physical Connectivity

In the preceding topology, each CSP has two management ports that are connected to two 1-GB ports on the
Management switch. Each of the Catalyst 9500 switch is connected to the 1-GB port. This connectivity requires
two ports on the Management switch per cloud onramp for colocation. The service provider handoff is
connected to 10-GB ports on this switch. All service providers ports are trunked in to the Catalyst 9500 switch.
All the VLANs are configured on all ports of Catalyst 9500. To achieve redundancy for this Management
switch, connect another Management switch and use it for redundancy in a cloud onramp for colocation.

Management switches are not orchestrated and must be manually provisioned. Although OOB switches are
not orchestrated, ensure that all management switches and devices are connected as per the defined topology.

Note

Ensure that you provide initial configuration including VLAN POOL, IP address POOL, syslog server
information per cloud onramp for colocation.

Note

If vManage cannot reach CSP devices and CCM cannot reach switches, the devices are shown as down. The
serviceability dashboard within vManage shows the port status of CSP devices and switches after CCM is
brought up.

Prerequisites for Deploying Solution
The following are prerequisites for deploying the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution:

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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• A minimum of two CSP 5444 SD-WAN NH PID (two Niantics and one Fortville) required. You can
order more CSP devices as per the number of service chains that are required per cluster (including HA
instances). Also, consider the throughput requirement or number of sessions terminating the cloud onramp
for colocation when ordering the number of CSP devices.

• A smart account that is required to propagate the ordered devices to the PNP cloud and vOrchestrator.

• Two Catalyst 9500-40X and OOB switches and a DHCP server per cluster are required.

• Port channel copper, RJ45, and data SFP along with cables for connectivity are required.

• ASR 1000 series or a router for WAN termination are required.

• Terminal server for configuring switches and CIMC is required.

• Split management IP pool per cluster into two parts. Configure one part on a DHCP server by considering
number of physical devices in a cluster and IP addresses required for broadcast and gateway. Configure
the other part of management IP pool on the vManage for VNFs and CCM. The first IP address in the
vManage management pool is used for CCM. Ensure that you configure this IP address and PNP server
for the switch.

• OOB management switch is required to terminate the traffic.

Ordering and Sizing of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Devices

The cloud onramp for colocation cluster requirements can be categorized into small, medium, large, and extra
large clusters that is based on throughput and compute demands.

Consider the following criteria to determine the various cloud onramp for colocation size categories:

The cloud onramp for colocation size must be determined before orchestration when ordering the devices
such as, CSP devices and Catalyst 9500 switches.

Note

• Depending on the number of connections that are required for public clouds and the number of customers
trying to reach these clouds, decide the number of required service chains.

• Depending on the policies that must be enforced, decide the number of VMs required in each service
chain.

• From the preceding two criteria, you can determine on an average the throughput that is required per
service chain.

In a single Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation deployment, you can deploy between two to eight
CSP systems in a cluster. The following table provides information about the cloud onramp for colocation
size requirements:

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution Guide, Release 19.1
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Table 5: Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Size Requirements

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Generated Information

User Configurable

Throughput
per CSP
(GBPS)

Throughput
Consumed
(GBPS)

Cores per
Site

Number of
CSP Devices

Throughput
per Service
Chain
(MBPS)

Average
VMs per
Service
Chain

Number of
Service
Chain

Cloud
OnRamp for
Colocation
Size

50320240-32082420X-Large

50240160-24062415Large

5016060-16042410Medium

5080802245Small

To determine the throughput per CSP and throughput that is consumed, you can calculate it as follows
for a medium-sized cloud onramp for colocation.

• Throughput per CSP—Each CSP device has four 10-GB SR-IOV ports, one port channel
(two-10GB vNICs) for data and one port channel (two-10GB vNICs) for HA. Hence, the
throughput per CSP node is:

4*10+2*5+0=50GBPS

• Compute or Throughput consumed—For a medium-sized cloud onramp for colocation,
assumptions are that each VM requires 4vCPU, each site requires ten service chains, throughput
per service chain is two, and number of VMs in a service chain is two. Hence, the compute
values is:

4 CPU per Service Chain*10Service Chain*Throughput per service chain*number of VMs=160
cores per site

The maximum bidirectional throughput for a cluster is 20 GBPS.
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C H A P T E R 3
Get Started with Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation Solution

• Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution–Deployment Workflow, on page 11
• Bring Up Cloud Services Platform Devices, on page 12
• Bring Up Switch Devices, on page 14
• Bring Up Cisco Colo Manager , on page 16
• Provision and Configure CloudOnRamp for Colocation, on page 16

Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Solution–Deployment Workflow

This topic outlines the sequence of how to get started with the colo devices and build clusters on vManage.
Once a cluster is created and configured, you can follow the steps that are required to activate the cluster.
Understand how to design service groups or service chains and attach them to an activated cluster. The
supported Day-N operations are also listed in this topic.

1. Complete the solution prerequisites and requirements. See Prerequisites and Requirements of Cisco
SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution, on page 5.

• Complete wiring the CSP devices (set up CIMC for initial CSP access) and Catalyst 9500 switches
(set up console server) along with OOB or management switches. Power on all devices. See Wiring
Requirements, on page 7.

• Set up and configure DHCP server. See Provision DHCP Server Per Colocation, on page 17.

2. Set up or provision a cluster. A cluster constitutes of all the physical devices including CSP devices and
Catalyst 9500 switches. See Get Started with Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution,
on page 11.

• Bring up CSP devices. See Bring Up Cloud Services Platform Devices, on page 12.

• Bring up Catalyst 9500 switches. See Bring Up Switch Devices, on page 14.

• Provision and configure a cluster. See Provision and Configure Cluster, on page 26.

Configure a cluster through cluster settings. See Cluster Settings, on page 30.
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3. Activate a cluster. See Create and Activate Cluster, on page 27.

4. Design service group or service chain. See Manage Service Groups, on page 34.

You can design a service chain and create a service group any time before creating clusters or activating
clusters if all VMs are uploaded to repository.

Note

5. Attach or Detach service group and service chains to a cluster. See Attach and Detach Service Group with
Cluster, on page 40.

Service chains can be attached to a cluster after the cluster is active.Note

6. (Optional) Perform all Day-N operations.

• Detach a service group to detach service chains. See Attach and Detach Service Group with Cluster,
on page 40.

• Add and delete CSP devices from a cluster. See Add Cloud OnRamp Colocation Devices into
vManage, on page 23 and Delete Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage, on page
23.

• Deactivate a cluster. See Remove Cluster from vManage, on page 33.

• Reactivate a cluster. See Reactivate Cluster from vManage, on page 34.

• Design more service group or service chain. See Create Service Chain into Service Group, on page
35.

Bring Up Cloud Services Platform Devices
This topic describes about bringing up the CSP devices through the Day-0 configuration. Before cloud onramp
for colocation configuration and provisioning, ensure that CSP devices and the compute devices are connected
as per the prescribed topology, and powered on. After devices are connected and powered on, the following
process occurs:

The CSP devices already received the IP addresses from the DHCP server in a cloud onramp for colocation
management subnet.

Note

Step 1 PNP agent in CSP reaches "Plug and Play" (PNP) Connect (Cisco cloud based PNP connect) through secure HTTPS. As
part of the Cisco device order placement, the smart account information such as, Serial Number is populated in PNP
connect.

Step 2 The CSP device performs PNP call home to reach a PNP server. The CSP device reaches PNP connect through secure
https.
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Step 3 PNP Connect sends the vBond IP address to the CSP device by using HTTPS and XMPP.

The PNP Server sends the organization name and Service Provider (SP) organization name along with the vBond IP to
the CSP device.

Step 4 The CSP device establishes Datagram Transport Layer Security (DTLS) tunnel with vBond.

What to do next

1. Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.

2. Click Configuration > Devices from the side panel.

You can view a list of all devices and its information in a tabular format. The CSP devices that have the
serial number that is associated with the word token are not yet brought up. These devices must be brought
up by configuring OTP.

3. To access CSP devices and set up control connection with vManage, configure the IP address to access
Cisco Integrated Management Controller (CIMC) IP address and connect to CIMC.

4. Connect to the host by logging into NFVIS by using admin as the login name and Admin123# as the
default password.

The system prompts you to change the default password at the first login attempt. Ensure that you set a strong
password as per the on-screen instructions to proceed with the application.

Note

5. Validate the installed certificate. See #unique_34 unique_34_Connect_42_section_lcp_trk_3hb. Also,
verify if root CA has been installed. See #unique_34 unique_34_Connect_42_section_akz_p2j_khb.

6. To bring up a CSP device, use the request activate chassis-number chassis-serial-number token
token-number command:

For example,

request activate chassis-numberCSP-5444-serial-number token 70d43cfbd0b3b426da63dba2dd4f4c49

During cluster activation process, the control connection to vManage happens by using the OTP that has been
generated. Then, certificates get installed on CSP from vManage automatically and the control connection
switches to certificate-based from OTP-based. The CSP device establishes DTLS tunnel with vManage. The
DTLS tunnel manages the configuration of the CSP devices and retrieves the operational status of CSP devices,
which reflects in vManage. To verify whether CSP device establishes DTLS connection with vManage, verify
from the vManage interface:

From vManage, click Configuration > Devices from the side panel. You can view the CSP device with all
details, as shown.

To bring up remaining CSP devices, repeat all the mentioned steps in parallel or serially for each of the CSP
devices.
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Bring Up Switch Devices
This section describes about howCatalyst 9500 switch devices are brought up through the Day-0 configuration.

Before you begin

Ensure that the following are considered before bringing up the switch devices:

• Catalyst 9500 devices have both Network-Advantage and DNA-Advantage licenses. To verify the
available licenses on the switch devices, use the following command:
Device# show license right-to-use

• Either PNP redirect setup or manual PNP profile being set on the switch devices is required. For a PNP
redirect setup, add switches SN and CCM IP address to PNP, and add entries of devicehelper.cisco.com
to OOB router of the network if the DHCP server is on OOB router. For example,
#conf t
#ip host devicehelper.cisco.com <OOB router of the network>

• Ensure both switches are connected as per the SVL mode configuration.

Step 1 Clean the switch configuration if they have been previously used.
a) Renumber switch, which is required for SVL stack mode.

Ensure that the switches are not touched during SVLmode. Also, do not perform any action such as, pressing
enter or space, which can cause switches to complete SVL.

Note

Use the show switch command to determine the switch number and whether the provisioned switch exists in the
switch stack. If the switch number is two, then use the switch 2 renumber 1 command, and then erase the configuration.

b) To erase the switch startup configuration and return it to its initial state, use the write erase command.
c) To reload the switch with a new configuration, use the following commands in privileged EXEC mode and enter no

for not saving the modified configuration:

switch(config)#reload

You do not need to save the configuration.Note

d) Perform steps b and c on the secondary switch device after the switch stack reloading has been completed. This action
ensures that the secondary switch device is reloaded twice.

Step 2 After Catalyst 9500 boots up, it gets an IP address from the local DHCP server and initiates PNP discovery.
Step 3 The DHCP server with option 43 enables Catalyst 9500 to reach the PNP server in CCM.

The CCM IP address is the PNP server IP address of a cluster on vManage. Ensure that DHCP server with option 43
always point to the port, 9191.

Example:

The following is an example of local PNP server for switches:
ip dhcp pool Cat9k
network 10.114.11.39 255.255.255.0
dns-server 172.31.232.182
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default-router 172.31.232.182
option 43 ascii "5A;B2;K4;I10.114.11.40;J9191”

Where, 10.114.11.40 is the local PNP server or CCM IP address.

The output after setting DHCP server with option 43 to port, 9191 is:
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.232.182 172.31.232.185
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.233.182
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.232.254
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.23.10 172.31.23.49
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.23.52 172.31.23.100
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.23.252
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.23.253
ip dhcp excluded-address 172.31.23.230 172.31.23.250
!

Step 4 After the switches reach the PNP server on CCM, it pushes the Day-0 configuration. The Day-0 configuration push
happens if a cluster is activated on vManage. If a cluster is not activated, the Catalyst 9500 switches reach the PNP server
on CCM every minute and stays in backoff mode.

After the switch devices are brought up, the SSH connection and NETCONF sessions on the switch devices
are enabled for CCM to push Day-N configuration and ongoing switch management is continued.

Example

About Uplink Ports 36 and 37

As per prescriptive topology, ports 36 (input VLAN handoff) and 37 (output VLAN handoff) are
reserved for uplink ports.

The 1/0/36, 1/0/37 and 2/0/36, 2/0/37 switch ports are configured in "active" mode. If a user is not
using port channel and not connected to ports 36 and 37, the OOB switch ports that are connected
to Catalyst 9500 on ports 36 or 37 must be configured as "passive" mode.

For example,

• interface Port-channel1 switchport trunk allowed VLAN 100-106
example VLANs
switchport mode trunk
!

• interface TenGigabitEthernet1/0/1
port connected to cat9k 1/0/36 or 1/0/37
switchport mode trunk
channel-group 1 mode passive
spanning-tree portfast
!

• interface TenGigabitEthernet1/0/2
interface TenGigabitEthernet1/0/2
switchport mode trunk
channel-group 1 mode passive
spanning-tree portfast
!

Note
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What to do next

To bring up another switch, repeat all the mentioned steps in sequence for the next switch.

Bring Up Cisco Colo Manager
This section describes about how Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) is brought up. The CCM acts a PNP agent for
the Catalyst 9K switches in a cluster. It takes care of the Day-0 configuration push to the Catalyst 9K switches
and also relays the configuration from vManage to Catalyst 9K.

During cluster activation process, CCM is automatically brought up.Note

Step 1 All CSP devices in the cloud onramp for colocation establish a DTLS tunnel with vManage.
Step 2 vManage selects one CSP device by sending a NETCONF action API to bring up CCM on that CSP device.
Step 3 CCM is in "Starting" state when it is brought up. CCM can then move to "Healthy" or "Unhealthy" state depending on

the health check status.

What to do next

After switch configuration and once colo manager is up, both switches reach the colo manager. Ensure that
you check the PNP list on CCM to verify that both the switch devices have called home. See Switch devices
are not calling home to PNP or CCM, on page 69.

For activation to continue, both switches must call home.Note

Provision and Configure CloudOnRamp for Colocation
To order Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation PID, choose Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation on Cisco Commerce Workspace (CCW).

Customer-specific order details such as, Smart Account name, Virtual Account name must be provided while
ordering.

To provision and configure a cloud onramp for colocation, perform the following:

1. Ensure that Cloud Service Platform (CSP) devices and Cisco Catalyst 9500 switches are connected as per
the prescribed topology, and powered on. See Wiring Requirements, on page 7 for more information.

2. The Smart Account synchronizes customer-specific device order details with PNP Connect and
vOrchestrator.

Ensure that you provide initial configuration information including VLAN pool, IP address pool, and syslog.
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Provision DHCP Server Per Colocation
Tomanage IP addresses of the physical devices such as switches, VNFs, and CSP devices, you must configure
a DHCP server per colocation. The CCM IP address can be configured in DHCP option 43 for Catalyst 9500
to reach CCM.

vManage fixes and assigns Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) IP addresses for a colocation. It manages and assigns
IP addresses of all VNFs through Day-0 configuration.

The subnet for both physical (CSP devices, switches) and virtual appliances (CCM, VNF) must be same.Note

You can pick an appropriate subnet for a colocation and limit the pool for IP addresses depending on the
number of CSP devices and switches in a colocation. vManage picks the first IP address entered in the VNF
management IP pool in the vManage interface and configures it as the (Switch PNP Server IP) CCM IP
address. The second and third IP addresses form the management pool are used for switch management IP
addresses. The Switch PNP Server IP field can be edited to provide an alternative IP address if a different
IP address is configured in the DHCP server for PNP of switches. The remaining IP addresses from the
vManage pool are assigned to the remaining VNFs in the colocation.

Ensure that you set up a DNS server in each colocation.Note

Service Chains and Port Connectivity Details
In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation deployments, the Catalyst 9500 connected to CSP systems
perform service chaining. If VMs support SR-IOV, Catalyst 9500 performs service chaining, whereas VMs
without SR-IOV support, service chaining is done by Open Virtual Switch (OVS).

Virtual switch-based service chains are used for High Availability traffic and control traffic.

VLAN-based L2 service chaining fromCatalyst 9500 is used for Cisco SD-WANCloudOnRamp for Colocation
solution. In this service chaining, each virtual NIC interface of a VM in a service chain is configured on the
same access VLAN on a CSP virtual switch. The switch pushes the VLAN tag of the packets entering and
leaving the vNIC interface. The VNF can remain unaware of the next service in the service chain. To forward
traffic between the VNFs hosted either on the same CSP or across different CSP devices in a cluster, the
physical switch with the matching VLAN gets configured.

In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation deployments, the deja-vu check is disabled on the switch
ports that are connected to the CSP system for unicast traffic.

The following topology displays connectivity of the CSP ports to Catalyst 9500 switches and OOB switch.
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Figure 3: Service Chain Connectivity with OVS, VEPA Enabled Switch Ports

The following ports are VEPA disabled and configured with port channels:

• 1/0/1-1/0/16

• 2/0/1-2/0/16

The following ports are VEPA enabled and port channels configuration is disabled:

• 1/0/17-1/0/32

• 2/0/17-2/0/32

VEPA ports are only applicable to SRIOV interfaces.Note

The following ports are the WAN connectivity ports:

• 1/0/36, 2/0/36—Connect port 1/0/36 to receive outside traffic from branch/VPN connections (via an
OOB switch).

• 1/0/37, 2/0/37—Connect port 1/0/37 to forward service chain traffic to specific VLANs that is mapped
to provider networks on an OOB switch.

You can connect the ports as follows:

• Data ports—Connect ports 1/0/1-1/0/35 to CSP devices. To achieve redundancy and HA across switches,
you can connect two ports to one CSP and the other two can be connected to next CSP. For example,
ports 1/0/1 and 2/0/1 is used for data and HA respectively can be connected to the first CSP, CSP #1.
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Next, 1/0/2 and 2/0/2 is another port channel that is connected to the next CSP, CSP #2, and so on. Hence,
the OVS ports consume all eight CSP devices.

• WAN connectivity ports—Connect port 1/0/36 on configured VLAN/s to receive outside traffic (Input
VLAN handoff). Connect port 1/0/37 to forward service chain traffic to specific VLANs that is mapped
to provider networks (Output VLAN handoff). External input or output VLAN traffic can come from
branch or VPN connections and provider networks terminate at the CloudOnRamp for Colocation through
the OOB switch. For each service chain configured in the cluster and input or output VLAN configured
for each service chain, the configuration on the ports, 36 and 37 occurs during service chain deployment.

If ports 36 or 37 are connected to the OOB switch and not using port channels, ensure that all VLAN
handoffs are configured either on input or output VLAN handoffs correspondingly. For example, if port
36 is connected, configure all VLAN handoff on input VLAN handoff for a service chain. If port 37 is
s connected, configure all VLAN handoff on output VLAN handoff for a service chain.

• Connect ports 1/0/38-1/0/40 in Stackwise Virtual Switch Link (SVL) configuration.

For this phase of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution deployment, full chain VNF
configuration is supported. In a full chain configuration, all the VNFs for the producer and consumer chains
are part of a single service chain. The VNFs are not shared across different types of producers and consumers.
A separate instance of a service chain supports each combination of consumer and producer type. For a full
chain configuration, all the VNFs in a chain are L2 service chained.

The vManage orchestrator manages the Cisco SD-WANCloud OnRamp for Colocation solution service chain
configuration. vManage assigns the VLANs from the VLAN pool that is provided for the colocation to the
individual VM vNICs and configures the switch with appropriate VLANs. The VNFs can remain unaware
about the service chain. Apart from the Day-0 VNF configuration, vManage does not configure the individual
VNFs that take part in the service chain. See Configure Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Devices from vManage, on page 23 for detailed steps of managing service chain through vManage.

Validated Service Chains
In Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution deployments, the following are the four validated
service chains that you can deploy within a cluster from vManage. For all the validated service chains, each
VM can be instantiated in HA or standalone modes.

• Employee Remote VPN Access—In this service chain, there is a firewall, which can be in L3 VPN HA
or L3 VPN non-HA modes. The firewall VNFs can be ASAv, Palo Alto Networks Firewall,
Firepower_Threat_Defense_Virtual (FTDv). Here, ASAv is in routed mode, no Day-0 configuration
support for the VPN connect, no BGP on consumer chain, and no VLANs.
Figure 4: Employee Remote VPN Access Service Chain

• Internet Edge (Outbound Internet, eCommerce, SaaS)—In this service chain, a firewall is followed with
a router. The firewall modes can be L3-VLAN HA and L3-VLAN non-HA. The routers can be in L3
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HA and L3 non-HA modes. The firewall VNFs are ASAv, Palo Alto Networks Firewall, FDTv; and
router VNF is Cisco CSR. Here, ASAv is always in routed mode. One VLAN handoff is required and
inbound subinterfaces can be up to four. The termination can be in routed mode or in a trunk mode with
subinterfaces up to four. You can choose the hypervisor tagged VLANs versus VNF to do the VLAN
tagging. In VNFVLAN tagging, you can terminate to a minimum of 1 VLAN andmaximum of 4 VLANs.
In hypervisor tagged VLANs, all VLANs are tagged in the same inbound VNF interface.
Figure 5: Internet Edge Service Chain

• SD-WAN Access—In this service chain, vEdge is followed by a firewall, which is followed by a router.
The firewall modes can be L2 HA, L2 non-HA, L3 HA and L3 non-HA. The routers can be in L3 HA
and L3 non-HA modes. The firewall VNFs can be any supported VNFs and router VNF is Cisco CSR.
Figure 6: SD-WAN Access Service Chain

• Cloud Edge (Public Cloud Access)—In this service chain, firewall is followed by a router, where the
firewall is in routed mode. The firewall modes can be, L3 HA and L3 non-HA. The routers can be in L3
HA and L3 non-HA modes. The firewall VNFs can be any supported VNFs and router VNF is Cisco
CSR. This service chain is Internet Edge (Outbound Internet, eCommerce, SaaS) with firewall mode
being L3.
Figure 7: Cloud Edge (Public Cloud Access) Service Chain

See Create Service Chain into Service Group, on page 35 topic about how you can choose the validated
service chains through vManage.
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Validated VM Packages
VM packages are created as per use cases. These packages have recommended Day-0 configuration for each
supported use case. Any user can bring the required custom Day-0 configuration and package the VM as per
their requirement. In the validated packages, various Day-0 configurations are bundled into a single VM
package. For example, if a VM is a firewall VM, it can be used in transparent or routed mode if it is in the
middle of a service chain. If a VM is the first or last VM in a service chain, it can be a terminating tunnel to
a branch or provider, or routed traffic, or can terminate multiple branches, or a provider. Each use case is set
up as a special tag in image metadata for a user to make a selection at deployment or while provisioning a
service chain. If a VM is in the center of a service chain, vManage can automate the IP addresses and VLANs
for those segments. If VM is terminating to a branch or provider, user must configure the IP addresses, peer
addresses, autonomous system numbers, and others.

Customized Service Chains
Service chains are a named list of service-functions and associated endpoint-group through which packets
flow. You can customize service chains and create service chain templates. A service chain template is a chain
of VMs serving the intent of connecting the ingress traffic to the cloud. Service chain templates can have
predefined service chains containing validated VMs that have been mentioned in the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud
OnRamp for Colocation Solution Components, on page 2 topic.

The first VNF and the last VNF in a customized service chain can be a router (or firewall). In SD-WAN case,
the first VM is a vEdge, which is orchestrated. In non-SD-WAN case, the first VM can be modeled as a
gateway router, which is not orchestrated.

You can choose a service chain template and modify the template by inserting one or more VMs and delete
one or more VMs. For each VM in the service chain, you can select the VM image that has been brought up
from the VM catalog. For example, if the first VM in the service chain is a ROUTER, you can select either
Cisco 1000v, or choose fromVM repository, or any third-party router. See Chapter, Configure Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage, on page 23 for information about how to customize
service chains.
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C H A P T E R 4
Configure Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Devices from vManage

• Add Cloud OnRamp Colocation Devices into vManage, on page 23
• Delete Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage, on page 23
• Manage Clusters , on page 24
• Manage Service Groups, on page 34
• Attach and Detach Service Group with Cluster, on page 40
• Day-N Configuration Workflow of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Solution, on page
40

Add Cloud OnRamp Colocation Devices into vManage
You can add CSP devices, switch devices, and VNFs through vManage.

Before you begin

Ensure that you have the following setup details such as:

• Viptela setup details such as, vManage IP address and credentials, vBond IP address and credentials.

• NFVIS setup details such as, CSP device CIMC IP address and credentials or UCSC CIMC IP address
and credentials.

• Able to access both the switch consoles.

When you order the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution PID, all cloud onramp for
colocation device information is received though smart account that can be accessed by vManage.

Delete Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage
To delete the CSP devices from vManage, perform the following steps:

Before you begin

Ensure that you consider the following:
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• If any service chains are attached to a device that is being deleted, detach service groups. See Attach and
Detach Service Group with Cluster, on page 40.

• If a CSP device that is being deleted is hosting CCM, see Recovery of Colo Manager, on page 67.

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In Cisco vManage, in theConfiguration >Certificates screen, locate the device, clickMore Actions, and click Invalid.
Step 3 In the Configuration > Certificates screen, click Send to Controller.
Step 4 In the Configuration > Devices screen, in theWAN Edge List tab, select the device.
Step 5 Click theMore Actions icon to the right of the row and click Delete WAN Edge.
Step 6 Click OK to confirm deletion of the device.

Deleting a device removes its serial and chassis numbers from theWAN edge router serial number list, and
also permanently removes its configuration from the Cisco vManage.

Manage Clusters
Use the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation screen to configure a Cloud OnRamp for Colocation cluster and service
groups that can be used with the cluster.

The three steps to configure Cloud OnRamp for Colocation devices are:

• Create a cluster. See Create and Activate Cluster, on page 27.

• Create a service group. See Create Service Chain into Service Group, on page 35.

• Attach a cluster with a service group. See Attach and Detach Service Group with Cluster, on page 40.

A Cloud OnRamp for Colocation cluster is a collection of two to eight CSP devices and two switches. The
supported cluster templates are:

• Small cluster—2 Catalyst 9500+2 CSP

• Medium Cluster—2 Catalyst 9500+4 CSP

• Large Cluster—2 Catalyst 9500+6 CSP

• X-Large Cluster—2 Catalyst 9500+8 CSP

Ensure that you add a minimum of two CSP devices one-by-one to a cluster. You can keep adding three, four,
and so on, up to a maximum of eight CSP devices. You can edit a Day-N configuration of any cluster, and
add pairs of CSP devices to each site up to a maximum of eight CSP devices.

Note

Ensure that all devices that you bring into a cluster have the same software version.

Following are the cluster states:
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• Incomplete—When a cluster is created from the vManage interface without providing the minimum
requirement of two CSP devices and two switches. Also, cluster activation is not yet triggered.

• Inactive—When a cluster is created from the vManage interface after providing the minimum requirement
of two CSP devices and two Switches, and cluster activation is not yet triggered.

• Init—When the cluster activation is triggered from the vManage interface and Day-0 configuration push
to the end devices is pending.

• Inprogress—When one of the CSP devices within a cluster comes up with control connections, the cluster
moves to this state.

• Pending—When the Day-0 configuration push is pending or VNF install is pending.

• Active—When a cluster is activated successfully and NCS has pushed the configuration to the end device.

• Failure—If Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) has not been brought up or if any of the CSP devices that failed
to receive an UP event.

A cluster transitioning to an active state or failure state is as follows:

• Inactive > Init > Inprogress > Pending > Active—Success

• Inactive > Init > Inprogress > Pending > Failure—Failure
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During a cluster creation, cluster clearing, and cluster deletion, ensure that you clean the configurations of
both switches. See Troubleshoot Catalyst 9500 Issues, on page 69 for more information about cleaning switch
configuration that has been used previously.

Provision and Configure Cluster
This topic describes about activating a cluster that enable deployment of service chains.

To provision and configure a cluster, perform the following:

1. Create a cluster by adding two to eight CSP devices and two switches.

CSP devices can be added to a cluster and configured through vManage before bringing them up. You
can configure CSP devices and Catalyst 9K switches with the global features such as, AAA, default user
(admin) password, NTP, syslog, and more.
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2. Configure cluster parameters including IP address pool input such as, service chain VLAN pool, VNF
management IP address pool, management gateway, VNF data plane IP pool, and system IP address pool.

3. Configure a service group.

A service group consists of one or more service chains.

You can add a service chain by selecting one of the predefined or validated service chain template, or create
a custom one. For each service chain, configure input and output VLAN handoff and service chain throughput
or bandwidth, as mentioned. The service chain throughput is in MBPS, and you can assign as high as 10 GB,
and as low as 10 MB. The default service chain bandwidth is 10 MBPS. See the Service Chains and Port
Connectivity Details, on page 17 and Ordering and Sizing of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Devices topics.

Note

4. Configure each service chain by selecting each VNF from the service template. Choose a VNF image that
is already uploaded to the VNF repository to bring up the VM along with required resources (CPU,
memory, and disk). Provide the following information for each VNF in a service chain:

• The specific VM instance behavior such as, HA, shared VM can be shared across service chains.

• Day-0 configuration values for tokenized keys and not part of the VLAN pool, management IP
address, or data HA IP address. The first and last VMs handoff-related information such as peering
IP and autonomous system values must be provided. The internal parameters of a service chain are
automatically filled by the orchestrator from the VLAN or Management or Data Plane IP address
pool provided.

5. Add the required number of service chains for each service group and create the required number of
service groups for a cluster.

6. To attach a cluster to a site or location, activate the cluster after all configuration has been completed.

You can watch the cluster status change from in progress to active or error.

To edit a cluster, perform the following:

1. Modify the activated cluster by adding or deleting service groups or service chains.

2. Modify the global features configuration such as, AAA, system setting, and more.

You can predesign a service group and service chain before creating a cluster. They can be attached with a
cluster after the cluster is active.

Create and Activate Cluster
This topic provides the steps about how a cluster can be formed with CSP devices, Catalyst 9K switches as
single unit, and provision the cluster with cluster-specific configuration.

Before you begin

Ensure that the clock on Cisco vManage and CSP devices are synchronized.

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
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Step 2 In vManage , choose Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION
screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted. In the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR
COLOCATION screen, perform the following tasks:
a) In the Cluster tab, click the Configure & Provision Cluster button.

A graphical representation of the default cluster, which consists of two switches each connected to two Cloud Services
Platform (CSP) devices is displayed in the design view window.

b) Provide cluster name, description, site id, and location information.

Table 6: Cluster Information

DescriptionField

The cluster name can be up to 128 characters and can
contain only alphanumeric characters.

Cluster Name

The description can be up to 2048 characters and can
contain only alphanumeric characters.

Description

Specifies overlay network site identifier. This entry can
be a value from 1 through 4294967295 (232– 1).

Site ID

The location can be up to 128 characters and can contain
only alphanumeric characters.

Location

c) From the graphical representation, to configure a switch, click a switch icon, theEdit Switch dialog box is displayed.
Provide a name and choose the switch serial number. Click Save.

The switch name can be up to 128 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

When you order Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution PID on CCW and buy the Catalyst 9500
switches, a serial number is assigned for the switches. These serial numbers are integrated with vManage through
PNP.

You can keep the serial number field blank, design your cluster, and edit the cluster later to include the
serial number after you have bought the switches.

Note

d) To configure another switch, repeat the previous step.
e) From the graphical representation, to configure CSP, click a CSP icon in the CSP box. The Edit CSP dialog box is

displayed. Provide a hostname and choose the CSP serial number. Click Save.

The hostname can be up to 128 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

You can keep the serial number field blank, design your cluster, and edit the cluster later to include the
serial number after you have bought CSP devices. However, you cannot activate a cluster, where the serial
number of CSP devices are not being included.

Note

f) To add remaining CSP devices, repeat step e.
After you design a cluster, an ellipsis that is enclosed in a yellow circle next to the device appears if a serial number
has not been assigned for a device.

g) To edit a CSP device configuration, click a CSP from the graphical representation, and follow the process that is
mentioned in substep e.
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h) For mandatory and optional global parameters to be set for a cluster, click and choose fromCluster Settings drop-down.
The dialog boxes for each of the global parameters are displayed. Enter values for the cluster settings parameters and
click Save. See Cluster Settings, on page 30.

i) Click the Save Cluster button.

Step 3 In the Cluster tab, to activate a cluster, click a cluster, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, click Activate
against the cluster.

When you click Activate, vManage establishes a DTLS tunnel with CSP devices in the cluster where it connects
with the switches through CCM. After the DTLS connection is running, a CSP device in the cluster is chosen
to host the CCM. CCM is brought up and vManage sends global parameter configurations to the CSP devices
and switches. To verify if a cluster has been activated, you can view the task progress as shown.

To verify if cluster has been activated from the CSP end, you can view the task progress as shown.

If the CCM status does not go to "HEALTHY" after "STARTING", see Troubleshoot Cisco Colo Manager
Issues, on page 79 .
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If the status of CCM goes to "HEALTHY" after "STARTING" but the status of CCM shows IN-PROGRESS
for more than 20 minutes after the switch configurations are already complete, see Switch devices are not
calling home to PNP or CCM, on page 69 .

If the status of the tasks running on a CSP device does not show success for more than five minutes after the
activation through OTP, see Troubleshoot Cloud Services Platform Issues, on page 74 .

If a cluster goes into a "PENDING" state, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and then click
the Sync button. This action moves a cluster back to an "ACTIVE" state.

Note

To view if a cluster moves back to an "ACTIVE" state, you can view the successful activation as shown.

To determine the service groups present on CSP devices, navigate toMonitor > Network > Colocation
Cluster.

Choose a cluster and then choose a CSP device as shown in the following image. You can choose and view
other CSP devices.

Cluster Settings
The cluster settings parameters are:

• Configure login credentials for the cluster:

1. In the Cluster Settings drop-down, clickCredentials. The Credentials dialog box is displayed. Enter
the values for the following fields:

(Mandatory) Template Name: The template name can be up to 128 characters and can contain only
alphanumeric characters.

(Optional) Description: The description can be up to 2048 characters and can contain only
alphanumeric characters.

2. Click New User.

Provide name, password, and role of a user.

• Configure the Resource pool for the cluster:
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1. In the Cluster Settings drop-down, clickResource Pool. The Resource Pool dialog box is displayed.
Enter the values for the following fields:

(Mandatory) Name: Name of the IP address pool. The name can be up to 128 characters and can
contain only alphanumeric characters.

(Optional) Description: IP address pool description. The description can be up to 2048 characters
and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

(Mandatory) DTLS Tunnel IP: IP addresses to be used for the DTLS tunnel. To enter multiple IP
addresses, separate them by commas. To enter a range, separate the IP addresses with a hyphen (for
example, 1.1.1.1-1.1.1.4).

(Mandatory) Service Chain VLAN Pool: Numbers of the VLAN to be used for service chains. To
enter multiple numbers, separate them by commas. To enter a numeric range, separate the numbers
with a hyphen (for example, 20-30).

A VLAN range brings up VNFs, so that each circuit has VLAN configured when
it comes up. The VLAN pool can only start from 1021 as switch reserves the
VLANs until 1021.We recommend you to enter VLANpools between 1021-2021.

Note

(Mandatory) VNF Data Plane IP Pool: IP addresses to be used for auto configuring data plane on a
VNF interface. To enter multiple IP addresses, separate them by commas. To enter a range, separate
the IP addresses with a hyphen (for example, 1.1.1.1-1.1.1.4).

(Mandatory) VNF Management IP Pool: IP addresses to be used for theVNF. To enter multiple IP
addresses, separate them by commas. To enter a range, separate the IP addresses with a hyphen (for
example, 20-30).

These addresses are IP addresses for secure interfaces.Note

(Mandatory) Management Gateway Prefix: IP address of the gateway to the management network.
It enables DNS to exit the cluster.

(Mandatory) Management Mask: Mask value for the failover cluster. For example, /24 and not
255.255.255.0

(Mandatory) Switch PNP Server IP: IP address of the switch device.

The IP address of the switch is automatically picked from the management pool,
which is the first IP address. You can change it if a different IP is configured in
the DHCP server for the switch.

Note

• Optionally, configure NTP servers for the cluster:

1. In the Cluster Settings drop-down, select NTP. The NTP configuration box is displayed. Enter the
values for the following fields:

Template Name: Name of the NTP template. The name can be up to 128 characters and can contain
only alphanumeric characters.
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Description: The description can be up to 2048 characters and can contain only alphanumeric
characters.

Preferred server: IP address of the primary NTP server.

Backup server: IP address of the secondary NTP server.

• Optionally, configure syslog parameters for the cluster:

1. In the Cluster Settings drop-down, select Syslog. The System Log configuration box is displayed.
Enter the values for the following fields:

Template Name: Name of the System Log template. The name can be up to 128 characters and can
contain only alphanumeric characters.

Description: The description can be up to 2048 characters and can contain only alphanumeric
characters.

Severity drop-down: Select the severity of syslog messages to be logged.

2. To configure a syslog server, click New Server.

3. Type the IP address of a syslog server.

If all global parameters are set through cluster settings, you can verify if the cluster has been activated
successfully, as shown.

View Cluster from vManage
To view a cluster configuration, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, choose Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted.
Step 3 In the Cluster tab, click a cluster, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and click View against the cluster.

The Cluster window opens, displaying the switches and CSP devices in the cluster and showing which cluster settings
have been configured.

Step 4 You can only view the global parameters being set, configuration of switches and CSP devices.
Step 5 Click the Cancel button to return to the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION Cluster screen.

Edit Cluster in vManage
To modify any existing cluster configuration such as global parameters, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
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Step 2 In vManage, select Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION
Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted.

Step 3 In the Cluster tab, click a cluster, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and click Edit against the cluster.

The Cluster window opens, displaying the switches and CSP devices in the cluster and showing which cluster settings
have been configured.

Step 4 In the cluster design window, you can modify some of the global parameters. Based on whether a cluster is in active or
inactive state, following are the restrictions for editing a cluster:

1. Inactive state.

• Edit all global parameters, and the Resource pool parameter.

• Add more CSP devices (up to eight).

• Cannot edit the name or serial number of a switch or CSP device. Instead, delete the CSP or switch and add
another switch or CSP with a different name and serial number.

• Delete an entire cluster configuration.

2. Activate state.

• Edit all global parameters, except the Resource pool parameter.

The Resource pool parameter cannot be changed when the cluster is activated. However, the only way
to change the Resource pool parameter is to delete the cluster and recreate it again with the correct
Resource pool parameter.

Note

• Cannot edit the name or serial number of a switch or CSP device. Instead, delete the CSP or switch and add
another switch or CSP with a different name and serial number.

• Cannot delete a cluster in active state.

Step 5 Click the Save Cluster button.

Remove Cluster from vManage
To decommission an entire cluster from vManage, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In Cisco vManage, in the Configuration > Certificates screen, locate and verify status of devices to be deleted, and

click Invalid against the devices.
Step 3 In the Configuration|Ceritificates screen, click Send to Controllers.
Step 4 In vManage, click Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted.
Step 5 In the Cluster tab, locate the cluster that has invalid devices, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and

click Deactivate against the cluster.

If the cluster is attached to one or more service groups, you are prompted with a message that service chains hosting
the VMs are running on this device and whether you can continue with the cluster deletion. However, although you
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confirm deletion of a cluster, you are not allowed to remove the cluster without detaching the service groups that are
hosted on this device. If the cluster is not attached to any service group, you are prompted with a message to confirm
the cluster deletion.

You can delete the cluster, if necessary, or can keep it in deactivated state.Note

Step 6 To delete the cluster, select Delete.
Step 7 Click the Cancel button to return to the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION Cluster screen without deleting the

cluster.
Step 8 To decommission invalid devices, in vManage, click Configuration > Devices.
Step 9 Locate the devices that are in the deactivated cluster, click theMore Actions icon to the right of the device row, and

click Decommission WAN Edge.

This action provides new tokens to your devices.

Step 10 Reset the devices to the factory default
Step 11 Log into NFVIS by using admin as the login name and Admin123# as the default password.
Step 12 Reset switch configuration and reboot switches.

Reactivate Cluster from vManage
To add new CSP devices or when CSP devices are considered for RMA process, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In Cisco vManage, in the Configuration > Devices screen, locate the devices that are in the deactivated cluster.
Step 3 Get new token from vManage for the devices.
Step 4 Log into NFVIS by using admin as the login name and Admin123# as the default password.
Step 5 Use the request activate chassis-number chassis-serial-number token token-number command.
Step 6 From vManage, configure the system configuration and then activate the cluster. See Create and Activate Cluster, on

page 27.

If the cluster has been deleted, recreate and then activate it.

Step 7 In Cisco vManage, in the Configuration > Certificates screen, locate, and verify status of devices.
Step 8 To validate the devices, click Valid if it is invalid.
Step 9 In the Configuration|Ceritificates screen, click Send to Controllers.

Manage Service Groups
A service group consists of one or more service chains. You can configure a service group through vManage.
A service chain is the structure of a network service, and consists of a set of linked network functions. These
network functions are provided by specific VNFs with a defined direction for traffic flow and defined ingress
and egress points.
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VNF Placement for Service Chains in vManage
The service chain placement component chooses a CSP device that hosts each VNF in service chains. The
placement decision is based on available bandwidth, redundancy and compute resources (CPUs, memory,
and storage) availability. The placement logic returns an error if the bandwidth, CPU, memory, and storage
needs of all the VNFs in the service chains that are configured for a Cloud OnRamp for Colocation are not
met. You are notified about the resources not being available and service chains are not deployed.

Create Service Chain into Service Group
A service group consists of one or more service chains.

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, click Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted. In the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR
COLCATION Cluster screen, perform the following tasks:
a) Click the Service Group tab, and then click the Create Service Group button. Provide service group name and

description.

The service group name can be up to 128 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

The service group description can be up to 2048 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

b) Click Add Service Chain.
c) In the Add Service Chain dialog box, provide the service chain name, description, bandwidth, input VLAN handoff,

output VLAN handoff, and service chain configuration.

The service chain name can be up to 128 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

The service chain description can be up to 2048 characters and can contain only alphanumeric characters.

For service chain configuration, you can choose any of the four validated service chains such as, Router -
Firewall - Router, Firewall, Firewall - Router. See Validated Service Chains, on page 19 . You can also
create a customized service chain. See Create Customized Service Chain, on page 38.

Note

The Input VLAN handoff and output VLAN handoff can be comma separated values (10, 20) or a range
between 10-20.

Note

d) In the Add Service Chain definition box, click Add.
Based on the service chain configuration information, a graphical representation of the service group with all the
service chains and its VNFs are automatically displayed in the design view window. It shows all the configured
service chains within each service group. A check against the service chain indicates that all configuration information
for the service chain has been completed.

e) In the design view window, to configure a VNF, click a VNF in the service chain.
The Configure VNF dialog box appears.

f) Configure the VNF with the following information and perform the actions, as appropriate:

Table 7: VNF Properties of Router and Firewall

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Choose a router or firewall package.MandatoryImage Package
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DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Click Fetch VNF Properties. The available information for the image package is displayed in the Configure VNF
dialog box.

VNF image nameMandatoryName

Specifies the number of virtual CPUs
that are required for a VNF.

Optional

If you do not enter, the default value
is considered, which is 1 vCpu.

CPU

Specifies the maximum primary
memory in MB that the VNF can use.

Optional

If you do not enter, the default value
is considered, which is 1024 MB.

Memory

Specifies disk in GB required for the
VM.

Optional

If you do not enter, the default value
is considered, which is 8 GB.

Disk

You are prompted with any custom tokenized variables from Day-0 that requires your input. Provide the values.

In the following image, all IP addresses, VLAN, and AS within the green box are system generated (from the VLAN,
IP pools provided for the cluster) and automatically populated into Day-0 configurations of VMs.

The following images provide an example of the configuration for VNF IP addresses and AS numbers in vManage.
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For edge VMs such as first and last VM in a service chain, user must provide the following addresses as they peer
with a branch and provider.

Table 8: VNF Options for First VM in Service Chain

DescriptionMandatory or
Optional

Field

Choose Routed or Transparent mode.

Firewall mode is applicable only for firewall VMs and not other
VMs.

Note

MandatoryFirewall Mode

HA enabled or not for VNF.OptionalEnable HA
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DescriptionMandatory or
Optional

Field

Specifies the following modes:

• L3 mode selection with subinterfaces that are trunked.

<type>selection</type> <val help="L3 Mode With
Sub-interfaces(Trunked)" display="VNF-Tagged">vlan</val>

• L3modewith IPSEC termination from a consumer and routed to a provider
gateway.

<val help="L3ModeWith IPSEC Termination From Consumer and
Routed to Provider GW" display="Tunneled">vpn</val>

• L3 mode with access mode (nontrunked).

<val help="L3 Mode In Access Mode (Non-Trunked)"
display="Hypervisor-Tagged">routed</val>

MandatoryTermination
mode

g) Click Configure. The service chain is configured with VNF configuration.
h) To add another service chain, repeat step b.
i) Click Save.

The new service group is listed in a table on the Service Group tab.

Create Customized Service Chain
You can customize service chains:

• By including extra VNFs or add other VNF types

• By creating new VNF sequence that is not part of the predefined service chains.

Step 1 Create a service group and service chains within the service group. See Create Service Chain into Service Group, on page
35.

Step 2 In the Add Service Chain dialog box, provide the service chain name, description, bandwidth, input VLAN handoff,
output VLAN handoff, and service chain configuration. Click Add.

For service chain configuration, chooseCreate Custom from the drop-down. An empty service group in the design view
window is available.

Step 3 To add a VNF such as a router, load balancer, firewall, and others, click a VNF icon on the left bar, and drag the icon to
its proper location within the service group box. After adding all required VNFs and forming the VNF service chain,
configure each of the VNFs. Click a VNF in the service group box. The Configure VNF dialog box is displayed. Enter
the following parameters:
a) Select the software image to load from the Image Package drop-down.
b) Click Fetch VNF Properties.
c) Enter a name of the VNF in the Name field.
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d) Enter the number of virtual CPUs required for the VNF in the CPU field.
e) Enter the amount of memory in megabytes to be allocated for the VNF in theMemory field.
f) Enter the amount of memory for storage in gigabytes to be allocated for the VNF in the Disk field.
g) Enter VNF-specific parameters, as required.

These VNF details are the custom variables that are required for Day-0 operations of the VNF.Note

h) Click Configure.
i) To delete the VNF or cancel the VNF configuration, click Delete or Cancel respectively.

The customized service chains are added to a service group.

You can customize a VNF sequence with only up to four VNFs in a service chain.Note

View Service Groups in vManage
To view service groups, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, click Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted. In the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR
COLOCATION Cluster screen, perform the following tasks:
a) Click the Service Group tab.
b) To view the service chains in the design view window, click a service chain box.

Edit Service Group in vManage
Before attaching a service group, you can edit all parameters. However, after attaching a service group, you
can only add new service chains but not edit or attach a service chain. To edit and delete a service group,
perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, click Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted. In the CLOUD ONRAMP FOR
COLOCATION Cluster screen, perform the following tasks:
a) Click the Service Group tab.
b) To modify either service chain configuration or modify VNF configuration, click a router or firewall VNF icon.
c) To add new service chains, click a service chain button.
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Attach and Detach Service Group with Cluster
To complete the Cisco SD-WANCloudOnRamp for Colocation configuration, youmust attach service groups
to a cluster. To attach or detach a service group from a cluster, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, click Configuration > Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. The CLOUD ONRAMP FOR COLOCATION

Cluster screen appears, and the Configure & Provision Cluster button is highlighted. To attach a service group with a
cluster, perform the following steps:
a) In theCluster tab, click a cluster from the table, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and clickAttach

Service Groups.

Step 3 In the Attach Service Groups dialog box, select a service group from the available service groups.
Step 4 Click the right arrow to move the chosen service groups to the selected box.
Step 5 Click Attach.
Step 6 To detach a service group from a cluster, perform the following action:

a) In the Cluster tab, click a cluster from the table, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row.
b) Click Detach Service Groups.
You cannot attach or detach individual service chain within a group.

Step 7 To verify if service groups have been attached and detached, you can view from the following vManage screen:

If the status of the tasks are "FAILURE" or in "PENDING" state for long duration, see Troubleshoot Service Chain Issues,
on page 79 .

If CCM task fails, see Troubleshoot Cisco Colo Manager Issues, on page 79 .

If a cluster goes into "PENDING" state, click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row and then click the
Sync button. This action moves the cluster back to "ACTIVE" state.

Note

Day-NConfigurationWorkflowofCiscoSD-WANCloudOnRamp
for Colocation Solution

The following is the background process for a Day-N configuration.
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• All Day-N configuration from vManage requires clusters to be in-sync (devices have to be in
synchronization with vManage) state.

• During attaching a service group, vManage runs Placement logic to determine which VMs are placed
on which CSP device.

• Switch-related Day-N configuration from vManage requires Cisco ColoManager (CCM) to be in Healthy
state.

• vManage pushes all switch-related service chain, cluster, switch configuration to CCM.

• CCM moves to In-progress state for any configuration that is received.

• CCM translates all global and service chain configuration CCM into device-specific configuration.

• CCM reports the states to vManage whether a configuration push is a success or failure.

• All the Day-N service chain or VM configuration is sent to CSP devices.

• CSP devices send notification to vManage about the VM file download status.

• After all VMs are downloaded, vManage sends bulk configuration to spin all VMs.

• CSP devices send notifications to vManage about VM being brought up and its states.

• If any switches return error, vManage reports error with detailed information and the cluster moves to
FAILURE state.

Ensure that you fix errors that are based on notifications and error messages, and then activate a Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation again.

During Day-N configuration, you can modify Serial Number of switches for a maximum of two switches that
are allowed.

Note
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Figure 8: Day-N Workflow

*You can only edit service groups if they are detached from a cluster.Note
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C H A P T E R 5
Software Image Management (SWIM) for Cluster
Components and SWIM

• Manage VM Catalog and Repository, on page 43
• Upgrade NFVIS Software Through vManage, on page 51

Manage VM Catalog and Repository
vManage supports uploading a prepackaged Cisco VM image, tar.gz in this phase. Alternatively, you can
package the VM image by providing a root disk image in any of the supported formats (qcow2). Use the linux
command-line NFVIS VM packaging tool, nfvpt.py to package the qcow2 or alternatively create a customized
VM image from vManage. See Create Customized VNF Image, on page 45.

If VM is SR-IOV capable, which means sriov_supported is set to true in image_properties.xml in the vm
package *.tar.gz. Also, the service chain network is automatically connected to SR-IOV network. If
sriov_supported is set to false, OVS network is created on the data port channel. It is attached to VM VNICs
for service chaining, which is done by using the OVS network. For the Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation solution, service chaining a VM uses homogeneous type of network. This type of network means
it is either OVS or SR-IOV, and not a combination of SR-IOV and OVS.

Only two data VNICs are attached to any VM–one for inbound traffic and the other for outbound traffic. If
more than two data interfaces are required, use subinterfaces configuration within the VM. The VM packages
are stored in the VM catalog.

Each VM type such as firewall can have multiple VM images that are uploaded to vManage from same or
different vendors being added to the catalog. Also, different versions that are based on the release of the same
VM can be added to the catalog. However, ensure that the VM name is unique.

Note

The Cisco VM image format can be bundled as *.tar.gz and can include:

• Root disk images to boot the VM.

• Package manifest for checksum validation of the file listing in the package.

• Image properties file in XML format that lists the VM meta data.

• (Optional) Day-0 configuration, other files that are required to bootstrap the VM.
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• (Optional) HA Day-0 configuration if VM supports stateful HA.

• System generated properties file in XML format that lists the VM system properties

VM images can be hosted on both HTTP server local repository that vManage hosts or the remote server.

If VM is in NFVIS supported VM package format such as, tar.gz, vManage performs all the processing and
you can provide variable key and values during VNF provisioning.

vManage only manages the Cisco VNFs (vEdge), whereas Day-1 and Day-N configurations within VNF are
not supported for other VNFs. See the NFVIS ConfigurationGuide, VM Image Packaging for more information
about VM package format and content, and samples on image_properties.xml and manifest (package.mf).

To upload multiple packages for the same VM, same version, Communication Manager (CM) type, ensure
that one of the three values (name, version, VNF type) are different. Then, you can repackage the VM *.tar.gz
to be uploaded.

Note

VNF Image Format
The service orchestrator does not distinguish between Cisco VNFs and third-party VNFs. All VNFs are
categorized based on the services that are provided by the VNF such as router, firewall, load balancer, and
others. The packagemetadata has VM_specific attributes. Based on HANICs andmanagement NICs specified
in the package metadata file, orchestrator attaches management NIC and HA NIC. By default, management
NIC is zero and HANIC is one. The number of HANICs that is specified is attached during VNF provisioning.

Upload VNF Images in vManage Repository
The VNF images are stored in vManage software respository. These VNF images are referenced during service
chain deployment, and then they are pushed to NFVIS during service chain attachment.

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMaintenance > Software Repository. The Maintenance|Software Repository screen appears, and the

AddNewSoftware button is highlighted. To uploadVNF images, use theVirtual Images tab. In theMaintenance|Software
Repository screen, perform the following tasks:
a) To add a prepackaged VNF image, click the Virtual Images tab, and then click the Upload Virtual Images button.
b) Choose the location to store the virtual image.

• To store the virtual image on the local vManage server and then get it downloaded to CSP devices over a control
plane connection, click vManage. The Upload Software to vManage dialog box appears.

1. Drag and drop the virtual image file to the dialog box or click Browse to choose the virtual image from the
local vManage server. For example, CSR.tar.gz, ASAv.tar.gz.

2. Click Upload to add the image to the virtual image repository. The virtual image repository table displays
the added virtual image, and it is available for installing on the CSP devices.

• To store the image on a remote vManage server and then get it downloaded to CSP devices over an out-of-band
management connection, click Remote Server - vManage. The Upload Virtual Image to Remote Server -
vManage dialog box appears.
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1. In vManage Hostname/IP Address, enter the IP address of an interface on the vManage server that is in a
management VPN (typically, VPN 512).

2. Drag and drop the virtual image file to the dialog box, or click Browse to choose the virtual image from the
local vManage server.

3. Click Upload to add the image to the virtual image repository. The virtual image repository table displays
the added virtual image, and it is available for installing on the CSP devices.

c) Click Submit.

You can have multiple VNF entries such as a firewall from same or different vendors. Also, different versions
of VNF that are based on the release of the same VNF can be added. However, ensure that the VNF name is
unique.

Create Customized VNF Image

Before you begin

You can upload one or more qcow2 images in addition to a root disk image as an input file along with
VM-specific properties, bootstrap configuration files (if any), and generate a compressed TAR file. Through
custom packaging, you can:

• Create a custom VM package along with image properties and bootstrap files (if needed) into a TAR
archive file.

• Tokenize custom variables and apply system variables that are passed with the bootstrap configuration
files.

Ensure that the following custom packaging requirements are met:

• Root disk image for a VNF–qcow2

• Day-0 configuration files–system and tokenized custom variables

• VM configuration–CPU, memory, disk, NICs

• HA mode–If a VNF supports HA, specify Day-0 primary and secondary files, NICs for a HA link

• Additional Storage–If additional storage is required, specify predefined disks (qcow2), storage volumes
(NFVIS layer)

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In theMaintenance > Software Repository screen, click the Add Custom VNF Package button from the Virtual

Images tab.
Step 3 Configure the VNF with the following VNF package properties and click Save.
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Table 9: VNF Package Properties

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies the filename of the target VNF
package. It is the NFVIS image name
with .tar or .gz extensions.

MandatoryPackage Name

Specifies whether Cisco VNFs or
third-party VNFs.

MandatoryApp Vendor

Specifies name of the VNF image.MandatoryName

Specifies version number of the program.OptionalVersion

Choose VNF type.

Supported VNF types are: Router,
Firewall, Load Balancer, and Other.

MandatoryType

Step 4 To package a VM qcow2 image, click File Upload under Image, and browse to choose a qcow2 image file.
Step 5 To choose a bootstrap configuration file for VNF, if any, click the Bootstrap Files button under Day 0 Configuration,

click File Upload, and then browse to choose a bootstrap file.
Include the following Day-0 configuration properties:

Table 10: Day-0 Configuration

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies the path where the bootstrap
file gets mounted.

MandatoryMount

Specifies whether a Day-0
configuration file can be parsed or not.

Options are: true or false. By default,
it is true.

MandatoryParseable

Choose high availability of a Day-0
configuration file.

Supported values are: Standalone, HA
Primary, HA Secondary.

MandatoryHigh Availability

If any bootstrap configuration is required for a VNF, you must create bootstrap-config or day0-config.Note

Step 6 To add a Day-0 configuration, click Add, and then click Save. The Day-0 configuration appears in the Day 0 Config
File table. You can tokenize the bootstrap configuration variables with system and custom variables. To tokenize
variables of a Day-0 configuration file, click View Configuration File against the configuration file. In the Day 0
configuration file dialog box, perform the following tasks:

The bootstrap configuration file is an XML or a text file, and contains properties specific to a VNF and the
environment. These VNF properties can have tokens, which can be populated during deploying a VNF.
vManage automatically sets the tokens such as system variables. However, values of custom variables must
be provided when creating a customized service chain, if they are defined as mandatory.

Note
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a) To add a system variable, in theCLI configuration dialog box, select and highlight a property from the text fields.
Click System Variable. The Create System Variable dialog box appears.

b) Choose a system variable from theVariable Name drop-down, and clickDone. The highlighted property is replaced
by the system variable name.

c) To add a custom variable, in the CLI configuration dialog box, select and highlight a custom variable attribute
from the text fields. Click Custom Variable. The Create Custom Variable dialog box appears.

d) Enter custom variable name and choose a type from Type drop-down.
e) To set the custom variable attribute, do the following:

• To ensure that the custom variable is mandatory when creating a service chain, check the Type check box
againstMandatory.

• To ensure that a VNF includes both primary and secondary Day-0 files, check the Type check box against
Common.

f) ClickDone, and then click Save. The highlighted custom variable attribute is replaced by the custom variable name.

Step 7 To upload extra VM images, expandAdvance Options, click Upload Image, and then browse to choose an additional
qcow2 image file. Choose the root disk, Ephemeral disk 1, or Ephemeral disk 2, and click Add. The newly added VM
image appears in the Upload Image table.

Ensure that you do not combine ephemeral disks and storage volumes when uploading extra VM images.Note

Step 8 To add the storage information, expandAdd Storage, and clickAdd volume. Provide the following storage information
and click Add. The added storage details appear in the Add Storage table.

Table 11: Storage Properties

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies the disk size that is required
for the VM operation. The maximum
disk size can be 256 if the size unit is
GiB.

MandatorySize

Choose size unit.

Supported units are: MIB, GiB, TiB.

MandatorySize Unit

Choose a disk or CD-ROM. Default is
a disk.

OptionalDevice Type

Specifies location of the disk or
CD-ROM. By default, it is local.

OptionalLocation

Choose a disk image format.

Supported formats are: qcow2, raw,
and vmdk. Buy default, it is raw.

OptionalFormat

Choose a value from the drop-down.

Supported values for a bus are: virtio,
scsi, and ide. By default, it is virtio.

OptionalBus
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Step 9 To add VNF image properties, expand Image Properties and provide the following image information.

Table 12: VNF Image Properties

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies enabling or disabling
SR-IOV support. By default, it is
enabled.

MandatorySR-IOV Mode

VM health monitoring for those VMs
that can be bootstrapped.

Options are: enable or disable. By
default, it is enabled.

MandatoryMonitored

Specifies monitoring timeout period
for a monitored VM. By default, it is
600 seconds.

MandatoryBootup Time

Specifies serial console that is
supported or not.

Options are: enable or disable. By
default, it is disabled.

OptionalSerial Console

Allows special features like
promiscuous mode and snooping.

Options are: enable or disable. By
default, it is disabled.

OptionalPrivileged Mode

Facilitates allocation of a dedicated
resource (CPU) to supplement a VM's
low latency (for example, router and
firewall). Otherwise, shared resources
are used.

Options are: enable or disable. By
default, it is enabled.

MandatoryDedicate Cores

Step 10 To add VM resource requirements, expand Resource Requirements and provide the following information.

Table 13: VM Resource Requirements

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies CPUs supported by a VM.
The maximum numbers of CPUs
supported are 8.

MandatoryDefault CPU

Specifies RAM supported by a VM.
The RAM can range from 2–32.

MandatoryDefault RAM
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DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Specifies disk size in GB supported by
a VM. The disk size can range from
4–256.

MandatoryDisk Size

Specifies maximum number of VNICs
allowed for the VM. The number of
VNICs can range from 8–32 and the
default value is 8.

OptionalMax number of VNICs

Specifies the management VNIC ID
corresponding to the management
interface. Valid range is from 0 to
maximum number of VNICs.

MandatoryManagement VNIC ID

Specifies number of VNICs.MandatoryNumber of Management VNICs ID

Specifies VNIC IDs where high
availability is enabled. Valid range is
from 0–maximum number of VNICs.
It should not conflict withmanagement
VNIC Id. The default value is 1.

MandatoryHigh Availability VNIC ID

Specifies maximum number of VNIC
IDs where high availability is enabled.
Valid range is 0–(maximum number
of VNICs-number of management
VNICs-2) and default value is 1.

MandatoryNumber of High Availability VNICs
ID

Step 11 To add Day-0 configuration drive options, expand Day0 Configuration Drive options and provide the following
information.

Table 14: Day-0 Configuration Drive Options

DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Displays the volume label of the Day-0
configuration drive.

Options are: V1 or V2. By default, it
is V2. V2 is the config-drive label
config-2. V1 is config-drive label
cidata.

MandatoryVolume Label

Mounts the Day-0 configuration file
as a disk. The default drive is
CD-ROM.

OptionalInit Drive
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DescriptionMandatory or OptionalField

Choose an init bus.

Supported values for a bus are: virtio,
scsi, and ide. By default, it is ide.

OptionalInit Bus

The Software Repository table displays the customized VNF image, and it is available for choosing while
creating a custom service chain.

View VNF Images in vManage Repository

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMaintenance > Software Repository. The Maintenance|Software Repository screen appears, and the

AddNew Software button is highlighted. To viewVNF images, use theVirtual Images tab. In theMaintenance|Software
Repository screen, perform the following tasks:
a) To view VNF images, click the Virtual Images tab. The images in the repository are displayed in the table.
b) To filter the list, search or type a string in the Search box.

The Software Version column provides the version of the software image.

The Software Location column indicates where the software images are stored. It can be stored either in the repository
on the vManage server or in a repository in a remote location.

The Version Type Name column provides the type of firewall.

The Available Files column lists the names of the VNF image files.

The Update On column displays when the software image was added to the repository.

c) To view details of a VNF image, click a VNF image, click theMore Actions icon, and click Show Info against the
VNF image.

Delete VNF Images from vManage Repository

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMaintenance > Software Repository. The Maintenance|Software Repository screen appears, and the

AddNew Software button is highlighted. To upload VM images, use theVirtual Images tab. In theMaintenance|Software
Repository screen, perform the following tasks:
a) To delete a VM image, click the Virtual Images tab. The images in the repository are displayed in the table.
b) In the repository table, click a VM image.
c) Click theMore Actions icon to the right of its row, and click Delete against the VM image.
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If a VNF image is being download to a router, you cannot delete the VNF image until the download process
completes.

Note

If the VNF image is referenced by a service chain, it cannot be deleted.Note

Upgrade NFVIS Software Through vManage
To upload and upgrade NFVIS, the upgrade image must be available as an archive file that can be uploaded
to vManage repository through vManage. After you upload the NFVIS image, the upgraded image can be
applied to a CSP device by using the Software Upgrade screen in vManage. You can perform the following
tasks during upgrading NFVIS software through vManage:

• Upload NFVIS upgrade image. See Upload NFVIS Upgrade Image, on page 51.

• Upgrade a CSP edge device with the uploaded image. See Upgrade CSP Device with NFVIS Upgrade
Image, on page 52.

• View the upgrade status in the CSP edge device. See the "View Log of Software Upgrade Activities" in
the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Software Upgrade.

Upload NFVIS Upgrade Image

Step 1 Download the NFVIS upgrade image from a prescribed location to your local system. You can also download the software
image to an FTP server in your network.

Step 2 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 3 In theMaintenance > Software Repository screen, click the Add New Software > Remote Server/Remote Server

- vManage button.

You can either store the software image on a remote file server, on a remote vManage server, or on a vManage server.

The vManage server is available in the current version.Note

vManage server–saves software images on a local vManage server.

Remote server–saves the URL pointing to the location of the software image and can be accessed through an FTP or
HTTP URL.

Remote vManage server–saves software images on a remote vManager server and location of the remote vManage server
is stored in the local vManage server.

Step 4 To add the image to the software repository, browse and choose the NFVIS upgrade image that you had downloaded in
step1.

Step 5 Click Add|Upload.
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The Software Repository table displays the added NFVIS upgrade image, and it is available for installing on
the CSP devices. See the "Software Repository" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation.

Upgrade CSP Device with NFVIS Upgrade Image

Before you begin

Ensure that the NFVIS software versions are the files that have .nfvispkg extension.

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In theMaintenance > Software Upgrade >WANEdge screen, view the list of all CSP devices along with their current

and available versions.
Step 3 Select one or more devices, and click Upgrade.
Step 4 Choose a CSP device on which to upgrade the NFVIS software image.
Step 5 Click the Upgrade button. The Software Upgrade dialog box appears.
Step 6 Choose the NFVIS software version to install on the CSP device. If software is located on a remote server, choose the

appropriate remote version.
Step 7 To automatically upgrade and activate with the new NFVIS software version and reboot the CSP device, check the

Activate and Reboot checkbox.

If you do not check the Activate and Reboot checkbox, the CSP device downloads and verifies the software image.
However, the CSP device continues to run the old or current version of the software image. To enable the CSP device to
run the new software image, you must manually activate the new NFVIS software version by selecting the device again
and clicking theActivate button on the Software Upgrade page. For more information about activation, see the "Activate
a New Software Image" topic in Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Software Upgrade.

Step 8 Click Upgrade.

To view the status of software upgrades, the task view page displays a list of all running tasks along with total number
of successes and failures. The page periodically refreshes and displays messages to indicate the progress or status of the
upgrade. You can easily access the software upgrade status page by clicking the Tasks icon located in the vManage
toolbar.

If two or more CSP devices belonging to the same cluster are upgraded, the software upgrade for the CSP
devices happen in a sequence.

Note
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The Set the Default Software Version option is not available for NFVIS images.Note

The CSP device reboots and the newNFVIS version is activated on it. This reboot happens during theActivate
phase. The activation can either happen immediately after upgrade if you check the Activate and Reboot
check box, or by manually selecting the activate button after selecting the device again.

To verify if CSP device has rebooted and is running, vManage polls your entire network every 90 seconds
up to 30 times.

You can delete an NFVIS software image from a CSP device if the image version is not the active version
that is running on the device.

Note
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C H A P T E R 6
Monitor Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Devices

vManage displays the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation status at a cluster level that indicates the health of each
device. The cluster level resources are displayed to indicate the resource availability, such as the CPU allocated
and available. You can view service groups in the cluster. All the service groups under a cluster are shown
in a table view that indicates the number of VMs in a service chain either up or down. Also, you can view the
diagram view of a service group. This diagram view displays all service chains and VMs in a service chain
that allows you to look at the resources that are allocated to a VM. Also, it displays VLANs for each VNIC
attached to the VM. You can look at the VNF view, which is in tabular form that displays VNF details. You
can hover over VM and get information about management IP, CPU, Memory, disk, HA, and type.

The historical and real time operational statistics such as CPU, memory, disk and VNIC utilization charts are
available for each VM and CSP. The VNF view can be navigated from a device under the cluster view or
from services view. SeeMonitor Operational Status of Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage,
on page 55.

• Monitor Operational Status of Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices from vManage, on page 55
• Cisco Colo Manager States for Switch Configuration, on page 59
• Cisco Colo Manager States and Transitions from Host, on page 59
• Cisco Colo Manager Notifications, on page 60
• VM Alarms, on page 62
• Cloud Services Platform Real-Time Commands, on page 63

Monitor Operational Status of Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Devices from vManage

Monitoring Cloud OnRamp for Colocation devices is the process of reviewing and analyzing a Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation device, such as Cloud Services Platform (CSP) devices and Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) for
health, inventory, availability, and other operation-related processes. You can also monitor the components
of devices such as CPU, memory, fan, temperature, and so on. For more information about the monitoring
dashboard, see the "Screen Elements" topic in Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network screen.

All notifications are sent to the vManage notification stream. To view the notification stream, see Cisco
SD-WAN documentation.
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Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 To view a list of all devices, clickMonitor > Network.

A table lists information about all devices.

Step 3 To monitor a device, in theWAN Edge tab, click a CSP device or CCM from the list by clicking its hostname.

By default, the System Status screen or Application screen appears. A horizontal bar at the top of the screen with the
device drop-down, device name, device IP address, device site location, device model, and more information drop-down
is displayed.

Step 4 If necessary, select a different device that you want to monitor.
Step 5 From the Select Device bar, click theMore Info drop-down located to the right of the bar. vManage NMS opens a drop

box with a summary information about the device.

In the left pane, the following are the categories of information about the device that you can view:

• VNF Status—view performance specifications, required resources, and component network functions for each VNF.
See View Information About VNFs from vManage, on page 56.

• Interface—view Interface status and statistics. See the "View Interfaces" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation
about Network screen.

Interface status and statistics are only available for the OVS interfaces (non-SR-IOV).Note

• Control Connections—view status and statistics for control connections. See the "View Control Connections" topic
in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network screen.

• System Status—view reboot and crash information, hardware component status, and CPU and memory usage. See
the "View Control Connections" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network screen.

• Colo Manager—view CCM health status. See View Cisco Colo Manager Health from vManage, on page 57.

• Events—view latest syslog events. See the "View Events" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network
screen.

• Troubleshooting—view information about pings and traceroute traffic connectivity tools. See the "Troubleshoot a
Device" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network screen.

• Real Time—view real-time device information for feature-specific operational commands. See the "View Real-Time
Data" topic in the Cisco SD-WAN documentation about Network screen.

Step 6 To monitor clusters, click the Colocation Clusters tab from the Monitor|Network screen.
All clusters with relevant information are displayed in a tabular format. Click a cluster. See Monitor Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Clusters from vManage , on page 58 for more information.

View Information About VNFs from vManage
You can view performance specifications, required resources for each VNF. Reviewing this information can
help you to determine which VNF to use when you are designing a network service. To view information
about VNFs, perform the following steps:
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Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMonitor > Network.

The right pane displays VNF information in a tabular format. The table includes information such as CPU use, memory
consumption, and disk, and other core parameters that define performance of a network service.

Step 3 Click a CSP device from the table.
Step 4 From the left pane, click VNF Status.

Step 5 In the table, click the VNF name. The right pane displays information about the specific VNF. You can click the network
utilization, CPU utilization, memory utilization, disk utilization to monitor the resources utilization of a VNF.

The primary part of the right pane contains:

• Chart Options bar that includes the following options:

• Chart Options drop-down—Click Chart Options to select the type of data to display.

• Time periods—Click either a predefined time period, or a custom time period for which to display data.

• VNF information in graphical format.

• VNF graph legend—Select a VNF to display information for just that VNF.

The detail part of the right pane contains:

• Filter criteria

• VNF table that lists information about all VNFs. By default, the first six VNFs are selected. The graphical display
in the upper part of the right pane plots information for the selected VNFs.

• Click the checkbox at the left to select and deselect VNFs. You can select and display information for a maximum
of six VNFs at one time.

• To change the sort order of a column, click the column title.

View Cisco Colo Manager Health from vManage
You can view Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) health for a device, CCM host system IP, CCM IP, and CCM
state. Reviewing this information can help you to determine which VNF to use when you are designing a
network service. To view information about VNFs, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMonitor > Network.

The right pane displays VNF information in a tabular format. The table includes information such as CPU use, memory
consumption, and disk, and other core parameters that define performance of a network service.

Step 3 Click a CSP device from the table.
Step 4 From the left pane, click Colo Manager.
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The right pane displays information about the memory usage, CPU usage, uptime, and so on, of the colo manager.

Monitor Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Clusters from vManage
You can view the cluster information and their health states. Reviewing this information can help you to
determine which CSP device is responsible for hosting each VNF in a service chain. To view information
about a cluster, perform the following steps:

Step 1 Log into Cisco vManage, at the URL HTTPS: //vManage-ip-address/, as a user with "admin" credentials.
Step 2 In vManage, clickMonitor > Network.
Step 3 To monitor clusters, click the Colocation Clusters tab.

All clusters with relevant information are displayed in a tabular format. Click a cluster name.

From the primary part of the left pane, you can view the cluster topology. In the right pane, you can view the cluster
information such as the available and total CPU resources, available and allocated memory, and so on, based on Cloud
OnRamp for Colocation size. You can see the Ordering and Sizing of Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation
Devices, on page 9 for more information.

The detail part of the left pane contains:

• Filter criteria: Select the fields to be displayed from the search options drop-down.

• A table that lists information about all devices in the cluster (CSP devices and switches).

Click a CSP cluster. VNF information is displayed in a tabular format. The table includes information such as VNF
name, service chains, CPU use, memory consumption, disk, management IP, and other core parameters that define
performance of a network service. See View Information About VNFs from vManage, on page 56.

Step 4 Click the Services tab.

In this tab, you can view:

• All service groups that are attached to the cluster in a tabular format. The first two columns display the name and
description of the service chain within the service group.

• Click theDiagram button and view the service group with all its service chains and VNFs in the design viewwindow.

• Click a VNF. You can view CPU, memory, and disk allocated to the VNF in a dialog box.
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• Select a service group from the Service Groups drop-down. The design view displays the selected service group
with all its service chains and VNFs.

Cisco Colo Manager States for Switch Configuration
The various CCM states and transitions when you trigger various processes from vManage are:

• INIT state—when the CCM container is successfully initialized.

• IN-PROGRESS state—when any configuration push is not possible.

• SUCCESS state—when the CCM container has successfully translated and pushed the intent that is
received from vManage to Catalyst 9500 devices.

• FAILURE state—If there is any failure in processing or configuration push in CCM.

When vManage pushes the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation configuration intent to the CCM for the first time
it moves from INIT to IN-PROGRESS state. After CCMpushes the configuration, it goes back to the SUCCESS
or FAILURE state. For every incremental configuration push, it goes to IN-PROGRESS state. If any of the
configurations pushes fail, CCM goes into FAILURE state.

A notification is sent when CCM state changes. See Cisco Colo Manager Notifications, on page 60.Note

Cisco Colo Manager States and Transitions from Host
vManage depends on various CSP hosts state for the Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) to be brought up, which
are:

• Starting—when CCM has been brought up and health check script has not been run. During this phase,
vManage waits for CSP state to change to Healthy.

• Healthy—when the health check script has been run and it has passed the checks. This state implies that
the operational model for configuration status can be queried or configuration can be pushed. During
this phase, if CCM is in INIT state, vManage pushes the device list. If CCM is not in INIT state, Cloud
OnRamp for Colocation may be in degraded state and recovery flow must happen.

• Unhealthy—when all the necessary packages in Network Services Orchestrator (NSO) are not up. This
state can be due to various reasons such as, NSO did not come up, CCM package did not come up, or
other reasons. This state implies that the operational model for configuration status is not up and
configuration cannot be pushed.
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Cisco Colo Manager Notifications
You can view the CCM notifications from CCM console by using the show notification stream viptela
command.

See NFVIS Notifications in the NFVIS Integration with vManage chapter.

The various CCM internal state machines are:

Table 15: ccmEvent

Notification Output ExampleNotification TriggerCCM States

admin@ncs# show notification stream viptela last 50
notification
eventTime 2019-04-08T17:15:15.982292+00:00
ccmEvent
severity-level minor
host-name ccm
user-id vmanage_admin
config-change false
transaction-id 0
status SUCCESS
status-code 0
status-message init
details Initializing CCM
event-type CCM-STATUS
!
!

Init: CloudOnRamp
for Colocation is
activated and
vManage brings up
CCM on CSP.

The
CCM
state
must be
in "Init"
only
when the
docker
container
is
initially
brought
up and
must not
be in this
state
unless
container
is
deleted
and
brought
up again.

Note

INIT
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Notification Output ExampleNotification TriggerCCM States

notification
eventTime 2019-04-08T17:37:54.536953+00:00
ccmEvent
severity-level minor
host-name ccm
user-id vmanage_admin
config-change false
transaction-id 0
status SUCCESS
status-code 0
status-message IN-PROGRESS
details Received configuration from vManage
event-type CCM-STATUS
!

vManage pushes
intent and CCM
moves to
in-progress state.

CCM
generates
multiple
in-progress
notifications
for the
switches
that are
brought up.

Note

IN-PROGRESS

notification
eventTime 2019-04-08T17:51:48.044286+00:00
ccmEvent
severity-level minor
host-name ccm
user-id vmanage_admin
config-change false
transaction-id 0
status SUCCESS
status-code 0
status-message SUCCESS
details Devices done onboarding
event-type CCM-STATUS
!
!
admin@ncs#

During cluster
activation, after
Catalyst 9500
switches have been
successfully
onboarded, status
moves to
SUCCESS. For any
incremental
configuration push,
status moves to
SUCCESS only if
configuration has
been pushed
successfully to the
switches.

SUCCESS

notification
eventTime 2019-04-08T18:01:44.943198+00:00
ccmEvent
severity-level critical
host-name ccm
user-id vmanage_admin
config-change false
transaction-id 0
status FAILURE
status-code 0
status-message FAILURE
details SVL bringup not successful. Could not sync

TenGigabitEthernet2/0/* interfaces.
event-type CCM-STATUS
!
!
admin@ncs#

If onboarding of
switches fail duirng
cluster activation
failure, statusmoves
to FAILURE. If any
incremental
configuration push
fails, status moves
to FAILURE.

The failure
state cannot
transition to
another
state
without
end-user
intervention.

Note

FAILURE
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VM Alarms
The following are VM alarms and they can be viewed from vManage, when alarms are received.

Table 16: Alarms

Syslog MessagesTrigger ConditionAlarm

nfvis
%SYS-6-INTF_STATUS_CHANGE:

Interface eth0, changed state to up

interface status changeINTF_STATUS_CHANGE

nfvis %SYS-6-VM_STOPPED:
VM stop successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm stoppedVM_STOPPED

nfvis %SYS-6-VM_STARTED:
VM start successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm startedVM_STARTED

nfvis %SYS-6-VM_REBOOTED:
VM reboot successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm rebootedVM_REBOOTED

nfvis
%SYS-6-VM_RECOVERY_INIT:
VM recovery initiation successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm recovery initiationVM_RECOVERY_INIT

nfvis
%SYS-6-VM_RECOVERY_REBOOT:
VM recovery reboot successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm recovery rebootVM_RECOVERY_REBOOT

nfvis
%SYS-6-VM_RECOVERY_COMPLETE:
VM recovery successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm recovery completeVM_RECOVERY_COMPLETE
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Syslog MessagesTrigger ConditionAlarm

nfvis
%SYS-6-VM_MONITOR_UNSET:
Unsetting VM monitoring
successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm monitoring unsetVM_MONITOR_UNSET

nfvis
%SYS-6-VM_MONITOR_SET:
SettingVMmonitoring successful:

SystemAdminTena_ROUTER_0_df6733c1-

0768-4ae6-8dce-b223ecdb036c

vm monitoring setVM_MONITOR_SET

See Cisco NFVIS Configuration Guide for more information about syslog support and VM alarms.

Cloud Services Platform Real-Time Commands
Table 17: Real-Time Commands

System Information

Container status

show control connections

Control connection history

Control local properties

Control summary

Control statistics

Control valid vEdges

valid vManage ID

HW Alarms

HW Environments

PNICs

System Status

Host System Mgmt Info

Host System settings
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Host System processes

Resource CPU allocation

RBAC Authentication

Resource CPU VNFs

Hardware Inventory

Hardware Temperature thresholds

Control affinity stats
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C H A P T E R 7
High Availability

The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution allows various consumers to access various
repetitive applications securely. The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation High Availability (HA)
is designed to handle several types of failure possible in a cluster deployment. The following types of failures
can occur in a Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution deployment:

• Compute failure

• Switch failure

• Service chain failure

To resolve the failures, use the following mechanisms:

• Redundancy

• Failure detection

• Redundancy, on page 65
• Handle Various Failure Scenarios, on page 67

Redundancy
The following are the components where redundancy has been added to address failure of the component:

• x86 Compute Hardware—See Redundancy of x86 Compute Hardware, on page 66.

• Network Fabric—See Redundancy of Network Fabric, on page 66.

• Physical NIC/interface—See Redundancy of Physical NIC or Interface, on page 66.

• NFVIS Virtualization Infrastructure—See Redundancy of NFVIS, Virtualization Infrastructure, on page
66.

• Service-Chain/VNF—See Redundancy of Service Chain or VNF, on page 66.

• Cisco Colo Manager—See Recovery of Colo Manager, on page 67.
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Redundancy of Network Fabric
Network Fabric—The hardware switch redundancy features are used to handle network fabric failures. In a
switch failure, ensure that the standby switch takes over the traffic traversing through the failed switch.

Redundancy of x86 Compute Hardware
x86 Compute Hardware—Any hardware components such as, processor, storage, and others that are used on
the x86 compute hardware can fail leading to a complete CSP system failure. The SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation orchestrator continuously monitors the health of the x86 compute platform by using ICMP
ping through the management interface. In a system failure, the orchestrator shows the device status and the
service chains and VMs impacted. Take desired action to bring up service chains. SeeMonitor Cisco SD-WAN
Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices, on page 55. Depending on the operational status of the VNFs, the
VMs must be brought up on a different CSP if enough are resources are available. This action allows the VNF
to retain the Day-N configuration. If the VNF disk is using local storage, the entire service group must be
respun on another CSP device with the Day-0 configuration that is stored in the orchestrator.

Redundancy of Physical NIC or Interface
Physical NIC or interface—If a physical NIC or interface or cable fails or gets disconnected, the VNFs that
are using those interfaces are impacted. If a VNF is using an OVS network, the port channel configuration is
used to achieve a link redundancy. If a VNF is using an OVS network, and if the VNF has an HA instance,
that instance has been already brought up on a different CSP. The failover happens to this VNF on the second
CSP. If there is no second VNF instance, the service chain with the failed VNF must be deleted and
reinstantiated.

Redundancy of NFVIS, Virtualization Infrastructure
NFVIS Virtualization Infrastructure—Multiple types of failures in the NFVIS software layer can occur. One
of the critical components of CSP can crash or the host Linux kernel can panic or one of the critical components
fails to respond. In case of critical component failures, the NFVIS software generates netconf notifications.
The orchestrator uses these notifications to show the failure on vManage dashboard. If the CSP or NFVIS
crashes or control connection goes down, the orchestrator shows that device reachability is down. You can
resolve a networking issue (if any), or reboot the CSP device. If device does not recover, you must proceed
with removing the CSP device.

Redundancy of Service Chain or VNF
Service Chain or VNF—Some of the VNFs in an SD-WANCloud OnRamp for Colocation service chain such
as, firewall may support stateful redundancy features by using a standby VNF, whereas VNFs such as CSR
may not support stateful redundancy. The Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation solution relies on
the VNFs to achieve VNF high availability. Service chain level HA is not supported. If a VNF supports stateful
HA, it detects the failure and performs a switchover. The assumption is that the previously active VNF goes
down and reboots as a standby VNF if the CSP device hosting VNF is functional and all the NIC or interface
connectivity is functional. If the VNF does not come up, HA for VNF is not functional from that time and
your intervention is required.

If a VNF does not support HA, it is assumed that the VNF reboots if any critical process fails within the VNF
and no HA support is available for such VNFs.
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Recovery of Colo Manager
CCM Recovery—CCM is brought up on a CSP device in a Cloud OnRamp for Colocation. vManage selects
a CSP with the DTLS tunnel to bring up CCM. The CCM recovery flow is required during the following
scenario:

If a CSP hosting CCM is considered for Return Material Authorization (RMA) process and there are at least
two other CSP devices in the cluster after deleting this CSP, then a new CCM is brought up automatically by
vManage on one of the existing two CSP devices during a new configuration push.

You must power down the CSP device that has been considered for RMA process or perform a factory default
reset on the CSP device. This task ensures that there is only one CCM in the cluster.

Note

A host with CCM running can restart or reboot, and this action is not a recovery scenario as CCM should
come up intact with all the configuration and operational data.

Note

If after a cluster is successfully activated and then CCM becomes unhealthy, see Troubleshoot Cisco Colo
Manager Issues, on page 79.

Handle Various Failure Scenarios
• VNF failure

• If a VM in a service chain that is HA capable goes down, the standby VM takes over. This standby
service chain is functional within few seconds. NFVIS software on CSP tries to bring up the failed
active VM if it is a monitored VM. If the VM recovers successfully, it switches over to active and
standby modes successfully. If VM did not recover successfully and you want to bring up HA
capability on this VM, tear down the service chain and bring up new service chain with HA capability.
Here, VM detects that the failure is based on heartbeat and there must not be any impact on traffic
(except few seconds). If an active VM recovers, this VM could become active again or stay as
standby and this state varies from VM to VM.

• If a VM is not HA capable, the service chain fails and traffic is black holed. CCM detects this failure
and hence vManage as it receives notification that VM is down and service chain is down, vManage
sends an alert. If the VM recovers successfully, the same notification is sent and the service chain
is functional without any intervention. If the VM does not recover successfully, tear down the service
chain and bring up a new service chain.

• Service chain failure

• If all VMs in a service chain support HA, service chains can have active and standby service chains.
If an active service chain goes down, the standby service chain takes over and is functional within
few seconds. This behavior is VM level HA and VM failover behavior takes over. NFVIS software
on CSP also tries to bring up the failed active VMs (for monitored VMs) and if they recover
successfully, the VMs switch over to active and standby modes successfully.

• If VMs are not HA capable, the service chain fails and traffic is black holed. NFVIS and CCM send
notifications that VMs are down and vManage sends an alert. Based on the notification, bring up
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another active service chain. If the service chain has recovered successfully, the same notification
is sent and the service chain is functional without any intervention.

• Device failure

If a CSP is down, all the service chains and VMs running on that CSP are also down. CCM sends
notifications to vManage that device is not reachable and vManage itself must detect DTLS connectivity
loss with the CSP device. vManage sends alert about the CSP device and you must bring up the service
chains on another CSP by creating the service chains and pushing the configuration to a colocation. If
there is not enough compute hardware, add another CSP to a colocation and push the service chain
configuration to the CSP.

• Switch link failure

If a link from a switch is down, the other switch takes over and service chain traffic continues.
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C H A P T E R 8
Troubleshoot Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for
Colocation Solution

• Troubleshoot Catalyst 9500 Issues, on page 69
• Troubleshoot Cloud Services Platform Issues, on page 74
• DHCP IP Address Assignment, on page 78
• Troubleshoot Cisco Colo Manager Issues, on page 79
• Troubleshoot Service Chain Issues, on page 79
• Log Collection from CSP, on page 81
• Troubleshoot vManage Issues, on page 82

Troubleshoot Catalyst 9500 Issues
This section covers some of the common Catalyst 9500 problems and how to troubleshoot them.

General Catalyst 9500 Issues

Switch devices are not calling home to PNP or CCM

Verify the PNP list on CCM to determine if the switch devices have not called home. The following are the
good and bad scenarios respectively when the show pnp list command is used:

Devices have called home

admin@ncs# show pnp list
SERIAL IP ADDRESS CONFIGURED ADDED SYNCED LAST CONTACT
----------------------------------------------------------------------------
FCW2223A3VN 192.168.10.40 true true true 2018-12-18 22:53:26
FCW2223A4B3 192.168.30.42 true true true 2018-12-11 00:41:19

Devices have not called home

admin@ncs# show pnp list
SERIAL IP ADDRESS CONFIGURED ADDED SYNCED LAST CONTACT
----------------------------------------------------------------------------

<– Empty list

Action:

1. Verify that the management interfaces on both the switches are not shut and have IP addresses.
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2. Try running the write erase command on the switch and then reload. Verify that the IP address appears
on the management interface.

3. Verify that the configuration for DHCP option 43 is valid. Here is a sample DHCP configuration where
the PNP IP address is 192.168.30.99:

ip dhcp pool 192_NET network 192.168.30.0 255.255.255.0 dns-server 192.168.30.1

default-router 192.168.30.1 option 43 ascii "5A;B2;K4;I192.168.30.99;J9191" lease infinite

4. Verify that the PNP IP address provided on vManage for resource pool matches the IP address in DHCP
configuration as follows:

5. Ping and determine whether both switches are reachable.

Catalyst 9500 failed to reach through DHCP option 43

Here Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state is in progress. If
a cluster has already been activated, it shows that the cluster is in activation pending state. If a cluster has not
been activated, it shows the cluster is not in activated state.

Action:

1. SSH into NFVIS as an admin user. Use the ccm-console command to log into CCM. Run the show pnp

list command.
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2. If the PNP list is empty, verify the OOB status whether the CCM IP address is correctly configured on
the OOB switch.

Day-0 configuration push failed on both Catalyst 9500 switches

Here CCM is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state is in progress. PnP configuration push
fails with an error and CCM is in-progress state.

Action:

1. Clean the Catalyst 9K switches to INIT state.

2. Deactivate and Reactivate the cluster again from vManage to repush the Day-0 configuration.

Day-0 configuration push fails on the secondary Catalyst 9K switch

Here CCM is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state shows, "Failure." CCM shows that only
one switch is brought up successfully and cannot detect the secondary switch failure.

Action:

1. Clean the secondary Catalyst 9K switch to INIT state.

2. Deactivate and Reactivate the cluster again from vManage to repush the Day-0 configuration.

One of the Catalyst 9500 switches is up and running. The secondary switch is not in SVL configuration and
SVL link cables are not connected

Here CCM is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state shows, "Failure." Both switches are
onboarded with an IP address. CCM detects an error as both switches are connected, as the SVL link on he
switches are missing. You can see both switches as "Green" in vManage.

Action:

1. Verify the SVL link cables.

2. Verify licenses of both Catalyst 9500 switches.

Day-0 configuration push fails and connectivity to switch is down

Here CCM is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state shows, "Failure" until the next Day-0
configuration push. NSO sends notification of not being able to push configuration. You can see a switch as
"Red" in vManage, which means connectivity is down.

Action:

1. Verify the health of the Catalyst 9500 switch.

2. Bring the switch back to online.

3. Start pushing Day-0 configuration again.

Unable to log into Catalyst 9500 after PNP from vManage

If vManage is not able to push more configuration to a Catalyst 9500 after PNP, you might have been locked
out of the switch.
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Action:

1. Log into NFVIS by using admin as the login name and Admin123# as the default password.

The system prompts you to change the default password at the first login attempt. Ensure that you set a strong
password as per the on-screen instructions.

Note

2. Use the ccm console command on NFVIS to log into CCM. Run the following commands on CCM to
add a user to Catalyst 9500 switches.

• config t
cluster <cluster-name>
system rbac users user admin password
$9$yYkZqj7lQcrRL3$sZ23jqv5buK4lYCkt0dCbO6xYEfxRHQJiQnrlFdYHBg

Ensure that you set password as a scrypt string.Note

Now the corresponding user is added to Catalyst 9500 switches and you can SSH to the switches by using
user and password.

Issues with a cluster activation, admin and password cannot be pushed to Catalyst 9500

Action:

1. If a cluster activation is in still in pending state, verify if colo-config-status is in IN-PROGRESS state. If
state is In-Progress, the synchronization has not been done and no new configurations can be pushed. This
process can take up to 20 minutes.

1. If Cloud OnRamp for Colocation configuration status is In-progress state for a long time, SSH into
NFVIS as an admin user. Use the ccm-console command to log into CCM. Run the show pnp list
command. Verify if two switches are added.

2. If only one switch is displayed, ensure that the other switch configuration is cleaned by using the
write erase command and reloaded. The secondary switch startup configuration must be erased and
returned to its initial state.

3. Ensure switch connectivity with PNP server in CCM.

2. If a cluster has been activated successfully, verify if colo-config-status is in "SUCCESS" state. If status
is displayed as Success, your admin password must have been pushed to a switch. If not, on vManage,
add a new credential to the switch and then push new configurations.

3. If a cluster activation fails and colo-config-status is in "FAILED" state, use the RBAC to push a new
authentication from ccm-console. In the following example, the password is encryption of "Cisco-123."

cluster cluster system rbac users user Alpha password
$9$Z9Sr2VOuwjwC74$qEYAmxgoaW4m07.UjPGR9gL2ksFkcCIgIcEYOUWxDFo role
administrators
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You cannot push any RBAC configuration if a cluster is in active state. vManage does not allow out of bound
change to CCM.

Note

Clean switches configuration and reset switches to factory defaults

During a cluster creation, cluster clearing, cluster deletion, the configurations of both switches must be cleaned.
To clean switches configuration, perform the following steps:

Action:

1. Use the show switch command to determine the switch number and whether the provisioned switch exists
in the switch stack. If the switch number is two, use the switch 2 renumber 1 command.

The switch renumbering is essential for SVL stack mode.Note

2. To erase the switch startup configuration and return it to its initial state, use the write erase command.

3. To reload the switch with a new configuration, use the following command in privileged EXEC mode
and type n for not saving the modified configuration:

switch(config)#reload

4. Perform steps 2 and 3 on the second switch device after the switch stack reloading has been completed
on the first switch.

To verify addition of switch devices from CCM, perform the following steps:

1. Log into CCM and use the show pnp list command.

The two switch devices are displayed. PNP pushes the Day-0 configuration, adds switch devices into the
CCM device tree, and synchronizes the device configuration with CCM. If any of the switch devices
cannot be viewed, the PNP of the missing switch device may be misconfigured or network may be down.

SVL configuration that is pushed to switches issues a reboot command to switches, after the reboot. Both
switch devices are up and become one stack.

2. OnCCM, trigger a timer for around 14minutes to perform another synchronization on the primary device.

3. To view the device configuration and current status, use the show cluster cluster-name command.

If status is displayed as "GREY," the switch devices are not yet added to the CCM device list. If status is
displayed as "RED," the switch devices are not reachable. If status is displayed as, "GREEN," the device
is currently connected. Also, you can view which is the primary switch device.

4. To view the devices status in a colocation, use the show colo-config-status command. If status is in
"In-progress," the switch devices are not yet synchronized and vManage cannot send any further
configuration. See Chapter, Monitor Cisco SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp for Colocation Devices, on page
55 for more information about CCM state transitions.

After the timer reaches its duration (for example, 14 minutes), CCM tries to synchronize again with the
primary Catalyst 9500 device.

After the second synchronization has been completed, CCM state is displayed as, "SUCCESS".
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Troubleshoot Cloud Services Platform Issues
This section covers some of the common Cloud Services platform (CSP) problems and how to troubleshoot
them.

General Cloud Services Platform Issues

Failures with Certificate installation

Use the show control connections-history command to determine certificate installation failures.

Action:

The following are the verifications that you can perform based on errors that you might enounter:

• vbond with error SERNTPRES–This error is caused, if the serial or token on device do not match with
vBond serial or token. Check vManage to ensure that the device is in "valid" state and it was
decommissioned properly.

• vManage with error NOVMCFG–This error is caused if the template was not attached to the device.
Activating the cluster resolves this issue.

• On vBond, verify that the show orchestrator valid-vedges command shows the device correctly. This
means that the device is valid with the same token that you had used.

• Ensure that the clock on vManage and CSP devices are synchronized.

CSP does not have a DHCP IP address

The CSP device does not get displayed in vManage as a connected device.

Action:

1. Connect to a CSP through the CIMC interface.

2. Verify if the CSP has an IP address by running the show system:system settings command
on the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation management port.
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3. Verify if the DHCP server has IP addresses. To assign a static IP address and configure DHCP sticky IP,
see DHCP IP Address Assignment, on page 78.

4. Verify that the PNP server is reachable by a ping.

5. From the PNP server, verify if the CSP device can be contacted and claimed, or redirection is successful.
In the PNP portal, if it shows Pending Redirection for the device, verify if the serial number is same as
CSP devices.

6. Use the show platform-details command on CSP to determine the serial number.

7. In the PNP portal, verify if it shows Connected.

CSP has not established connectivity with vManage

The CSP device does not get displayed in vManage as a connected device.

Action:

1. Verify if the CSP device has root CA installed from PNP by using the show certificate
installed and show certificate root-ca-cert.

2. Verify if CSP can ping the vBond IP address. Then, attain the vBond IP by using the show running-config

viptela-system:system

3. If ping to vBond fails, verify the network connectivity on the management interface.

4. If ping to vBond goes through, use the running-config vpn 0 to view the configuration for control
connection.

5. If the control connection configuration exists, verify vManage settings.

6. In vManage, verify if a cluster is activated and device OTP information has been included by using the
show control connections and show control local-properties commands.

7. Verify if the CSP token number has been manually entered by using the request vedge-cloud
activate chassi-number token-number command. Rerun the command with the correct
OTP.

CSP with a bad storage disk

The control connection is brought up and cluster is activated. The vManage monitoring screen displays all
the eight CSP disks are available and one of the disks that is faulty.

Action:

Replace the faulty disk.

CSP device has less memory or CPU

The control connection is brought up and cluster is activated. The vManage monitoring screen displays that
the memory threshold has reached.

Action:

Upgrade the specific CSP device that matches the minimum requirements.
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I/O cards on CSP device are on wrong slots

Action:

Verify the slot details from CIMC inventory.

Colo Manager is not healthy on a CSP device

Action:

1. To verify CCM state:

1. Verify the health of the container by using the show container ColoMgr command. See
Troubleshoot Cisco Colo Manager Issues, on page 79.

2. View notifications about events from the Viptela device by using the show notification
stream viptela command.

2. To access CCM, run the ccm console command on the CSP device where CCM has been enabled.

This action takes you to the CCM CLI. Run the show running-config cluster cluster name command.

3. Get the logs from vManage by using the admin-tech command. Alternatively, you can get the logs
from the device directly. See Log Collection from CSP, on page 81.

Day-0 configuration push to CSP fails

The failure can be either due to CSP not having the correct hardware or Day-0 configuration of VNF has
wrong input.

Action:

1. Verify the hardware configuration of CSP and ensure that it is a supported configuration.

2. Verify service chain Day-0 configuration, and then retrigger configuration push.

CSP does not get added to a cluster

Cluster state in the vManage >Cofigurationn >CloudOnRamp for Colocation interface shows, "FAILED."
The added CSP is depicted as "RED" in the Cloud OnRamp for Colocation graphical representation.

Action:

1. Verify the hardware configuration of CSP and ensure that it is supported.

2. Retry activating the cluster again.

IP connectivity with CSP cannot be retained

When CSP 5444 devices renew its DHCP IP, the IP connectivity to the CSP cannot be retained.

Action:

For DHCP IP address allocation, ensure that the DHCP server is always on the same subnet as the CSP 5444
devices.
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CSP devices are not able to reach vManage

Action:

Perform the following steps:

1. Install NFVIS on the CSP device by using the KVM console. See the Cisco Enterprise NFV Infrastructure
Software Configuration Guide for information about installing NFVIS.

2. Log in to the NFVIS system and ping gateway.

If it is not pinging or reachable, ensure OOB switch ports that are connected to the switch has port-channel
configuration that is done.

1. If port-channel configuration on a switch is missing, run the nfvis# support ovs appctl bond-show
mgmt-bond command. The output is as follows:
--- mgmt-bond ----
bond_mode: balance-slb
bond may use recirculation: no, Recirc-ID : -1
bond-hash-basis: 0
updelay: 0 ms
downdelay: 0 ms
next rebalance: 3479 ms
lacp_status: configured
active slave mac: 00:00:00:00:00:00(none)
slave eth0-1: disabled

may_enable: false
slave eth0-2: disabled

may_enable: false

2. If the port channel on a switch is configured, but eth0-2 is not connected to the switch, run the nfvis#
support ovs appctl bond-show mgmt-bond command. The following ouput now shows that eth0-2
is not connected to switch:
---- mgmt-bond ----
bond_mode: balance-slb
bond may use recirculation: no, Recirc-ID : -1
bond-hash-basis: 0
updelay: 0 ms
downdelay: 0 ms
next rebalance: 4938 ms
lacp_status: off
active slave mac: 50:2f:a8:c7:64:c2(eth0-1)

slave eth0-1: enabled
active slave
may_enable: true
hash 195: 2 kB load

slave eth0-2: disabled
may_enable: false
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vManage manages the CSP devices and hence OOB configuration through NETCONF or REST API or CLI
causes devices to be out of synchronization with vManage. vManage deletes this configuration when the next
configuration is pushed from vManage. For any troubleshooting, to configure the CSP or NFVIS, use
configuration only in shared mode and/or NETCONF target candidate followed by commit. This configuration
is required as the Confd database, CDB is in a candidate mode on NFVIS for Cisco SD-WANCloud OnRamp
for Colocation solution. If the confg t CLI mode or NETCONF target running is used, the CDB database can
be out of synchronization and cause strange behavior on CSP devices and results into an unusable cluster.

Note

DHCP IP Address Assignment
To configure a static IP address:

1. After clean installation of the DHCP server, run confd cli.

2. Verify the existing configuration by using the nfvis# show running-config vm_lifecycle command.

For example,

nfvis# show running-config vm_lifecycle networks
vm_lifecycle networks network int-mgmt-net
!

3. Set up a static IPv4 address by using the nfvis# config shared command.

For example,

nfvis# config shared
Entering configuration mode terminal
nfvis(config)# vm_lifecycle networks network int-mgmt-net subnet int-mgmt-net-subnet
address <host-ip> gateway <host-ip-gateway> netmask <your-host-ip-netmask> dhcp false
nfvis(config-ip-receive-acl-0.0.0.0/0)# commit
Commit complete.
nfvis(config-ip-receive-acl-0.0.0.0/0)# end
nfvis#

Configure DHCP Sticky IP

For sticky DHCP IP, configure the DHCP servers. Ensure that you have the serial number of the device readily
available.

1. If you use CentOS 7.4 as the DHCP server, ensure that you have the following similar configuration in
/etc/dhcp/dhcpd.conf.
host abcxxxx175 {
option dhcp-client-identifier <serial number>;
}

2. If you use IOS as the DHCP server, ensure that you have the following similar configuration in an IOS
DHCP server or pool.
ip dhcp pool P_112
host 209.165.201.12 255.255.255.0
client-identifier 4643.4832.3xxx.3256.3xxx.48
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In this example, the IP address, 209.165.201.12 is the DHCP sticky IP for a client with identifier:
4643.4832.3xxx.3256.3xxx.48. Then, you can find out the client-identifier.

3. To find the client identifier, on an IOS DHCP server, turn on debug ip dhcp server packet.

From the debug console output, you can view DHCP client-identifier of the SD-WAN Cloud OnRamp
for Colocation device.

Troubleshoot Cisco Colo Manager Issues
This section covers some of the common Cisco Colo Manager (CCM) problems and how to troubleshoot
them.

General Cisco Colo Manager Issues

CCM is unhealthy while activating a cluster for Day-0, or CSP is deleted when CCM is running and the new
CCM on the added CSP device fails to instantiate or becomes unhealthy

Here CCM is in unhealthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state shows, "FAILURE." vManage
monitoring also shows CCM in "UNHEALTHY" state.

Action:

1. Verify the CCM state on the added CSP device by running the show container ColoMgr command.
CSP1# show container ColoMgr
container ColoMgr
uuid 57b9b8646ff1066ba24707415b5449111d915664629f56221e141c1171ee283d
ip-address 172.31.232.182
netmask 24
default-gw 172.31.232.2
bridge int-mgmt-net-br
state healthy
error
CSP1#

2. Verify the reason for CCM being in unhealthy state by looking at the error field as shown in the previous
step.

3. For failures that are related to pinging the gateway, verify the CCM parameters such as, IP address, mask
and gateway IP address are valid. Also, verify the physical connection reachability to the gateway.

4. If any of the parameters are incorrect, fix them from vManage, and then retry activating cluster or synching.

5. If reason for CCM being unhealthy are package errors, contact Technical Support.

Troubleshoot Service Chain Issues
This section covers some of the common service chain problems and how to troubleshoot them.

General Service Chain Issues

Service chain addition or deletion in to a service group fails

• Action:
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• CCM is in healthy state at the host end, and CCM internal state shows, "FAILURE" for the configuration
push. The configuration push fails, CCM is in "FAILURE" state, and cluster is in "FAILURE" state.

Action:

1. To access CCM, run theccm console command on the CSP device where CCMhas been enabled.

This action takes you to the CLI on CCM. Run the following commands:

1. show colo-config-status

This action enables you to view the reason for failure in the description.

2. If more information is required to debug the failure, collect logs by using the admin-tech
command on CSP hosting CCM. Alternatively, you can get the logs from the device directly.
See Log Collection from CSP, on page 81.

2. Verify the Day-0 configuration of VNF service chains.

3. Provision the VNF service chain again.

If service chain addition or deletion results in a failure on CCM, there is an option
to synchronize.

Note

During service chain addition, VNF goes into error state

VNF is shown as down on vManage.

Action:

1. Verify the Day-0 configuration of VNF.

2. SSH from vManage to go to the CSP hosting the VNF.
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3. Run the following commands:

nfvis# show system:system deployments

nfvis# get the VNF ID

For example,

NAME ID STATE

-----------------------------

Firewall2_SG-3 40 running

nfvis# support show config-drive content 40

Ensure that all variables are properly replaced with key, value pairs.

Log Collection from CSP
If CSP is not reachable from vManage, and logs need to be collected for debugging, use the tech-support
command from CSP.

The following example shows the usage of the tech-support command:

nfvis# tech-support
nfvis# show system:system file-list
system:system file-list disk local 1
name nfvis_scp.log
path /data/intdatastore/logs
size 2.1K
typ
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To secure copying a log file from the Cisco NFVIS to an external system or from an external system to Cisco
NFVIS, the admin user can use the scp command in privileged EXEC mode. The following example shows
the scp techsupport command:

nfvis# scp techsupport:NFVIS_nfvis_2019-04-11T15-33-09.tar.gz

cisco@172.31.232.182:/home/cisco/.

Troubleshoot vManage Issues
Use the following location to troubleshoot vManage issues,

SD-WAN Techzone Knowledge Base
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